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Howard

President

Euwards, A. M., LL. D

K *; * K 2; .\. M.. Randolph-Macon College, 1876; Student, University of Leipzig,
1877-1878; Student in Paris, 1878; Teacher, Bethel Academy, Virginia, 1878-1880;
Teacher, Bingham School, .North Carolina, 1880-1882; Acting Principal of Bethel Acad
emy, Virginia, 1882-1884; Principal.Tuscumbia Academy, Alabama, 1884-1883; Professor
of English and Modern Languages, University of Arkansas, 1885-1890; Professor of Eng
lish and Modern Languages, Michigan Agricultural College, 1890-1906; LL. D., Univer
sity of Arkansas, i8gi; Leave of absence in France and England, 1891-1892; Entered upon
duties as President of Rhode Island State College, July 1, 1906; LL. D., Brown Univer
*

sity,

1914.

Burt Laws

Hartwell,

Ph. D

Professor of Agricultural Chemistry

C S C; I 2; * K *; B. S., .Massachusetts Agricultural College and Boston University,
1899; .\I. S., Massachusetts Agricultural College, 1900; Ph.D., University of Pennsyl
vania. 1903; .Appointed First Assistant Chemist, R. i. Experiment Station, 1891; Ap
pointed Associate Chemist, 1903; Professor of Agricultural Chemistn', 1908; Appointed

Director, December,

191Z.

Harriet Latiirop Merrow, .\.M.
I
B. S., W' :
'

Teachir
of Midi

-

,

Professor of Bolany
.

and

Secretary of the Faculty

Hi-I,
'

School, 1887-1888;
Student, University

I^Mtanical

Laboratory,

Virgil Louis Leighton, Ph. D
Professor of Chemistry
A T A; ? K ?; * K; A. B., Tufts College, 1894; A. M., Kansas State University, 1895;
Ph. D., Tufls College, 1897; Instructor in Organic Chemistry, Tufts College, 1897-1901;
.Appointed Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1901; Professor, 1903.

John Barlow,

A. M

Professor of Zoology

K; * IC *; B. S., Middlebury College, 1895; A. M., Brown University, 1896;
Biologist, R. I. Experiment Station, 1898; Professor of Biology, Fairmount Col
lege, 1898-1901; Appointed Profcssorof Zoology, Rhode Island State College, 1901.
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Assistanl

Tyler, B. S
Professor of Mathematics
X; B. S., Amherst College, 1897; Instructor at St. Mark's, 1897-1898; Appointed
Preparatory School, 1898; Profcssorof Mathematics. igo6.
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G A

Masterof the
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S., R. I. College of.Agticultin.aiid M.fliiiic
K.
1897 and 1899^1901; .Assistant in llnrtKullurc
.Assistantin.Apriculture, 1901-1900; Associate in -Agruii
B.
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Lester Wells Boardman, .\. M
1
A K E; A. B., Brown Univc:
vcrslty of Chicago, i899-ii)Ct

1909.
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English

Literatur

l-ni-lish, UniI ,Hs, X.Y..

,

1900-1901; Teacher of f.ii^.i
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Graduate Student, Teacher
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Department of English, 1909-1912; Professor
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P'of'^or of Horticulture
Paul Edward Corr.veau, B. S., A. M
A. M Ln.versuy of Missoun,
2 H; A Z; I K Z; B. S., New Hampshire College, l9.lSi
Professor of Horticulture in
1916; Fellowship University ol Missouri, 1916; Appomted
September, 1916.
Assistant Profcssorof Chemistry
Francis Hervey Smith, M. S
in Chemistry; Brown University,
Brown University, 1905; M. S., Assistant
* X- Ph B
Instructor in
Instructor in Chemistry, Purdue University, 1907-1908; Appointed
Chemistry, 1908.
Professor of Dairying and Farm Machinery
.
Howland Burdick, B. S.
uic and Mechanic .Arts, 1896; Appointed
B. S., Rhode Island Stat. (
in Agri:rnt, 1896; Appointed Instructor
Assistant in Agriculture ..'
culture, 19CXJ: Appointed I:

T906;

.^.ijij."
C. Lester Coggins, B. S.
B. S., Rhode Island State College, !,
Ohio State University, 1909-1910;
Instructor in Physics, Stevens Instui.K
Professor ot Physics and Electrical Eiigincti
.

.

-

-
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lysics

and Electrical

Engineering

1907-1909; .Assistant in Physics,
Dartmoulh College, 1910-1912;
1912-1914; Appointed Assistant

Alta May Bailey, A. B. Dean of Women and Instructor of Physical Training
* B K; A. B
R i-iiiii rniversity, 1903; Preceptress and Professor of English and Latin,
Oak Gniv -"
"r.ro. Me., 1903-190;; Head of English Deparlment, Laconia,
N. H. H
-^; Preceptress and Head of English Deparlment, Kimball
Union A>
H., igoS-l^iy, Dean of Women and Instructor of Physical
Traininj:. K
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Mabel DeWitt Eldred, B. S

Instructor in

B. S.. Rhode Island State College of
Instructor in Drawing, 1897.

John

Raleigh

Agriculture

Eldred, B. S

and Mechanic Arts,

Instructor in Mechanical

B. S., Rhode Island College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, 1900;
tical Work, 1900-1905; Instructor in Mechanical Engineering, Cornell
1908; Appointed Instructor in Mechanical Engineering, 1908.

Florence H. Myrick, B. S
B. S., Wellesley College, 1892; Appointed
Frank Hartwell
B.

Bills,

B.

S., New Hampshire College,

Frederick

Joseph Godin,

Engineering

Engaged in
University,

Instructor in
Instructor in

Languages,

S

Drawing

1895; Appointed

Prac
1905-

Languages

1909.

Instructor in Mathematics

1910;

Appointed Instructor in Mathematics,

1910.

Instructor in Horticulture

B. S. A

OX; B. S. A., Michigan Agricultural College,
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Instructor in Hurticul-

Appointed

ture, IQ12.
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BO II; -t-ZC; *6**; A. B..Svracu>t I
N. v.; Chicago University; A. M., I'm.
in Academic Schools, 1894-1903; P'.nglisii !*.: .:., r, \
town. III., 1903-1907; Head of English IXpartmenl
1907-1909; Head of English Department, N'ebn
Appointed Profcssorof Rhetoric and Composition, 1912.
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,iiy, Evans-

Dove, U. S. A
Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Captain, United States Army, Retired; Cadet at De Vcaux College, Niagara Falls, New
York, 1884-1888; GraUii,iU-J wit}! ihc r.ink nf cadet captain; Enllsied in the United States
r
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in line of duty due to ;i wuunci r^'tcn-M m naiiif." On d-jiy witInfantry Association in Washiiigiuii, D. C, 1904-1905; On recruit;N.Y'., 1905-1909; Professor of Military Science and Tactics at Fort 1
emy, Virginia, 1911-1912; Transferred to Rhode Island State College
!
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Phillip Brown Hadley, Ph. B., Ph. D
Professor of Bacteriology
A U; 2*; * K *; I'h. B., Brown University, 1903; Ph.D., Brown University, 1908;
Biologist, Rhode Island State Fish Commission, 1904-1908; Assistant Bacteriologist, City
of Providence. 1906-1908; Chief of Division of Biology. R. I. E.xperimenl Station, 1908;
Appointed Professor of Bacteriology, 1913.
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uctorin Civil
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Engineering, 1916.

Instructor
George E..u.,k .-., .....lk, B. S
Instructor m Botany, 1914X X; B. S., Syracuse University, 1914; Appointed

,

Botany

Instructor in Poultry
Henry M. Rickey
1897-1898; University of Martland,
Washington College, 18S4-1897; Johns HopkinsAssistant
Professor, University of Ken
Instructor, R. I. S. C, I9l3-I9l4i
State College, 1915.
tucky, 1914-1915; Instructor, Rhode Island

"898-19ll;

Edward H.

Instructor in

Perkins, B. S

Rhode Island State
B. S., Wesleyan, 1912; Yale, 1912-1914; Instructor,

College,

Chemistry

1915.

Librarian and Instructor in English
Helen E. Peck, A. B
\ice-Principal South
A B Wellesley 1904; Principal Gilmanton Academy, 1906-1907;
Island State College, 1915.
Rhode
Instructor,
Kingston High SclKXil, 1909-1913;

Superintendent of Buildings

William Whalen, P. I. K

College, 1912; Appointed
.Appointed Superintendent, 1917.

B. S.. Rhode Island State

ings,

1912;

Assistant

Supermtendenl

of Build

Instructor in Domestic Art
Hermine Knapp, B. S
Instructor, Dunn County Agri
n B * * K *; O N; B. S., Iowa State College, 1914;
Student Teacher s College,
cultural School, Menominee, Wis., 1914-1916; Graduate
Island State College, 1917.
Rhode
Columbia University, 1916; Instructor in Domestic Art,

Secretary
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Augustus

B.

to

the President
Bursar

Davis, Jr
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Hartwell, Ph. D., Director
Agronomy, Chemistry
Philip B. Hadley, Ph. D
Animal Breeding and Pathology
P. H. Wessels, I\L S
Associate, Chemistry
F. R. Pember, M. S
Assistant., Glasshouse Experiments
S. C. Damon, B. S
Assistant, Field Experiments
Walter C. Irons, B. S
Assistant, Field Experiments
G. E. Merkle, B. S
Assistant, Chemistry
L. P. Howard, B. S.
Assistant, Chemistry
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S
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Assistant.,
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.Stenographer
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Stenographer
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The

history uf Seventeen
Begins when we were Freshies green.
'Twas on a bright September day
That we did wend our weary way
To register with the President.
The Student Council's force we felt,
For to each Neophyte was dealt
A poster blue with counsel wise.
Fifteen cents and manv sighs.
Now "Thou shalt''' be a resident.
Our scores in football and in track
Made our outlook mighty black.
Our fortunes turned in basketball
The Sophomores couldn't play at all.
Our Freshman year had shown our worth.

As Sophs we met the college sieve,
But to each college sport did give
Someone to represent us well,
As our athletic records tell.
We now could claim a place on earth.
Our Junior Prom was a grand success,
And to debate and the Beacon, no less.
Some literary gems we lent.
Which shows we were on records bent.
One more year decides our fate.
Our Senior year is going fast,
The day is coming when at last
Commencement and the pang of parting
Remind us that we're onlv starting.
Auf wiederschen, Rhode Island State.
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Professor Le,ster Wells Boardman

ffiffirrra
President

Harold Quentin .Moore
DoROTHy Estelle Haskell

.

rice-President

Charles Elwyn Lermond

Secretary

Albert Rosaire Mayer

Treasurer

(k0B

IJlistnry

And this class was full of "pep." And it
Nineteen-Eighteen.
And as a class we developed strong college spirit and varsity material. And
the varsity teams profited thereby. And as early as November of the first year we
won the distinction of being the first Freshman Class to defeat the Sophs in a track
was

In the

beginning

known

as

there

was a

class.

the Class of

meet.
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And the second year came around to find us diminished in numbers but still
filled with Rhody spirit. And by way of repetition it became necessary for us to
subdue the

incoming

the

was no

victory

ball.

And the

in wisdom

as

class in the annual track

mistake

Soph Mop

we

was

the third year

meet.

made them bow

carried

to

a

And then

lo

to us once more,

most

show them that

this time in foot

successful finale.

And

we

grew

approached.

And when the third year came, this class
the lower class games. And it maintained its

longer was eligible to take part in
prestige by coaching its kid brothers
in the athletic art, by adding to its contribution of varsity material. And this
class continued to preserve its reputation of the first two years and was a credit to
itself and the College of Rhode Island State.

Boat House

at
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Henry

Barton, Jr.,

8 X

R. 1.

Bristol,

"Goose" "Bart"
Civil Enpineerinft
Class Hockey, (l), (2); Tennis Team (l); Vice-President C. V
Societv (3); Polvgon (3) Treasurer Lecture .Association (3) Corpor.n
(s); Sergeant (3); Grist Board (3).

Henry Barton, Jr., of Bristol, dancing inaster and tennis cliani
pion. "Goose" takes most pleasure in sleeping and il is not unusii.il
find him still in bed at noon. "Too much sleep can't hurt any
one," Goose says. If it did he'd have been afflicted long ago. How
ever, Henrv enjovs "socking" his studies so that he can laugh at the
rest of us studying for finals.
When .Mechanics problems aren't on
.\s .i
his mind he passes his time aivay by "pounding the ivories."
tennis player he's "there." During llie siiinnier when not sleeping
he decides tn win just anollifr cup or cliaiJipinnship and lie dues, t
Wakefield still has its charms lor 11. H., Jr., (or dancing is his hobby
and he is quite proficient in tilt an.
VVe expect great things of "Goose" in the "Civil" world.
to

Nelson Everett

Blake,

A X .K

W'allingford,

Conn.

"Peanut" "Nell"
Chemical Engineering
Class Baseball (1); Class Hockcv (1), (2); Scholastic Honors (l),

Ul; Glee Club (1), (2I, (1); l.e.,der (3); Quartette (2), (3); Varsity
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\ i.-I'resident Chemical
\ ..i.: rial Board Rliodt
,

the

tl..

Ill
'
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I

"I

"Spoon City."

the T
His
ed for him the distinction of being
iiiiiiteen-eighteen delegate to a Student Council Meeting
here he

ilie

i

bee

principals.

l.i 1 .Nel" was a (Wakefield) trail hitter long before the eminent
Rev. Sundav struck these parts. Lately he has been looking for
a "lack of blonde."
Besides being somewhat of a fusser, "Pean" has managed to dis
tinguish himself as a student. We expect to hear of him filling out
.Mendeljcff's Tables. Watch him!

Melvin Ha2ari>

Brightman,

B *f

Edgewood, R. 1.

Agriculture
"Bright"
Manager Class Football (l); Class Football (l); Varsitv Football
Squad (l); Varsity Football (2); Sophomore Hop Committee (2);
First Sergeant (3); Polygon (3).
Pause 3 momentl Here we have the siveet young thing. "Bright"
came to Rhode Island to take the Aggie course, but this was stxiii
superseded by his favorite subjects, automobiles and the ladies. If
there is anything that you want to know, "Bright" can tell you all
".Mel"

about it and

a

few notches

more.

His favorite indoor sport is
1

itural

1

gan

of cards.

to hold
Howe ver, thi
1 hold 1

We
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Roy Porter

Call,

A

Lynn, Ma

X A

lifholdthe individualistic

il

il.I

I
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wvyy.

jiuT ac\-iiiiriri'j

iii-^

rici'n-iiK-.ii

irber give him ether once
an effort to beat the rest

in

of "dc Kang" t" i-hc chair.
Folks in romantic East Lynn (e) shed many tears when Roy en
trained for Kingston, in search of an "eddication." So far his chief
aim has been to make a place on the Heliograph Squad.
Having
reached the height of his ambition, the field of science Is open for
his remarkable discoveries in Biological Research (:).
"Ike" is somewhat of an athlete. The fact is he would rather get
I the football field or the basketball floor than win a game
of wtii
As fill

LoRNE Atwood Cameron, 0 X

shei

Dorchester, Mass.

"Cammic"

Agriculture

Class Hockey (i), (2); Class Track (i). (2); Corporal (3).
"Cammie's" chief characteristic is his ability as a musician, bet ii
as a singer and pianist.
When he sings (.'), it is remarkable the w.i>
he keeps the same pitch throughout. He can't change ii, no niatit-r
how he tries. Sometimes he plays his own accompaniments (wliith
go very well with his voice), and then the sound is almost unbi-arable.
It is hardly expected that "Cammie" will be heard from in the
football world, but he has shown his worth in class events, both hockey
and track.
"Cammic" formerly "hit the line" quite frequently, but the
in Wakefield have been displaced this year by a
uudic

Donald Elsworth

Carlton,

PIK

E.

Providence, R. I.

-Shrimp" "Runl^' "Don"
Agriculture
Corpor.Tl (2); Sereeant (3); Soph Hop Committee (2); Assistant
Manager Baseball (3).
"Runt" is another of the East Providence "giants." Although
studiously inclined he spends the greater part of his lime trying to
show the engineers the folly of their choice of courses. The Aggie
war-cry, however, is heard no more since "Shrimp" "hit the shower.'*
Mis (hirf pastime is working in the Day-ree-lab, especially on inand

One of Don's

college acquisitions is his educated walk. This was
rquired only after diligent effort and the pursuit of well defined
lutine while carr\-ing around a small clock for ballast. His fame in
arm .Accounts and
Landscape Gardening is sure to win him dis-

^^^o^e^s/xtncT/Tate (^oCTe^e^
Ruth Westlake Chandler
"Ruthic"

"Westy"

Secretary

Y. W. C. U.

{i);

Providence, R.

Home Kconoinics
President V. W. C. U. t3J.

Love is "Sweet" (as the saving goes)
Better ask Ruth, for she really knows.
Full of spirit and fun, Ruth entered R. L after having most s
cessfully completed a course at Classical High School. Dane
seems to be her favorite pastime, and "out-of-town" festi\iii'
call her from our midst. Ruth goes from the frivolous to ir
due to a certain religious influence radiating from a distant ^
can't quite picture Ruth as a calm and placid Sunday-sch->.)l \--bul with her vocalistic powers she will make a splendid choir lead
Tho' her time is well filled, Ruth, either through study or natii
ability, is an excellent student; and unless she succumbs to ner\'o
ness or hysteria we predict a B. S.
degree and a long, happy life i
"model" rcctor\-.
.

John Jerome Condon,

A X A

Bristol,

R. I.

Chemical Engineering
"Bunny" "Jeff"
Here he is, gentlemen and ladlc-i. Bristol's famous humorist.
While John admits that In.- is tunny ht.- innfesses that he is going to
be a reputable chemist.
[ohn first dislinguishcij hini-:<_-!f Iv, an analysis of gasoline one
dark niu'bt on the road to WakdidJ. Tii.u was when he was young,
'M.v..vr,.
.\.,u' lie prt-fcrs lu .st;iy al in^riic Trklay rii^fhts and leli
,tuff"

Wo have often suspected "Bunny" of being the head of a great
tcrnational detective bureau, for what he doesn't know, from the
>rklngs of President Wilson's inner mind to the latest scandal In

Sarah Elizabeth Coyne, z: T A
Providence, R. I.
Home Economics
"Sally" "Sal"
"For it's always good weather when good fellows get together."
Here she is! "Sally" is her name always in the right place ai
the right time. "Sally"' was first recognized as a tennis expert earh
Her fondness for thesport is not a bit lessened
ID her Freshman vear.
^

("Ma" will vouch for that). She has
shown ability to get lessons without much probing. This
for her frequent saying, "Haven't cracked a book, yet."
arc
the
educational world is due for a shock.
Unless
mistaken,
We
prophesy the appearance of a literary masterpiece, entitled
even

when off the courts.

always

accounts

wc

"Getting By Simplified."
"Sally's" favorite melody is the old
Love, ItIsPain{c)ful."

one,

"Love, It Is Young, but

?
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"Dal" first got in the public gaze \>\ mn! i'
He ahvavs did like to piss the BuH
his favorite smoke. When W alsh is aiuun I
or so of pathos in his
requtsi ind then sm
11
Besides playing the piano he smps
I
But \v<
nightingalehe's so vasth dilfeitnl
Di
In I \.
so why pick on the Dutchman'
once.
When she (a Quaker, bv \\\c w i ) up ii
our hero put up his good right clbo\\ i-dstton bei
team.

^

The boy's ambitions lie in the Aggie field,
specialty, and when his pipe's alight and sails
stopping the fiend 'iil the goal Is reached.

J-

our

LHl.

Da

t,

Cla.. Track (l), (2); Uk
tion Manager of Beacon (2),

r 1 K

Board

Cranston, R. I.

Klecl rical Kniiin.-eriiif;
(i); Corporal (2J, (3); Circula-

Cranston Is responsible for this addi
immaculate youth, radiating cle.inlinc^s n
iiis pnlishcd boots to the top <? ''i- t,,-,/,.,^
ine. ilif college has been fori'-'
v.Mir, t-nmigh for "Lille de r,.\- .( philosopher he has i.
o.llr-,- should have a girl, hi,:
'Jane" that's his hard luck. O,, ;|i<- ...tiK
married he ought to do it while y<iung so'
1

piness,"

says

h.ind, if

a

fcllci

John.

He spent part of his Sophi
the call of Old Kingston was
'th a purpose and
itudei

igcr than that of the
w

setting

an

world,

honorable pace

so
as

he
a

^^c/eysLancT/tate (^oUecfo^
Walter Brighton Davis

Middletown, Com

"Red"

Chemical

Engineering

Corporal (2); Assistant Manager Footl
In September, 1914, "Red" came int(
career as a student.
One of his special stu
his classmates will dispute lhat fact. He Is
in the Debating Class.
two
of
After
years
peaceful (?) dormlt
village so that his hours of beaut sleep \m
last named ailine, if we
N
I trips ,
"

othei

advantage

to

leave off the
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Sergeant (3).
Far away on the plains of Bridg
look <
there once roamed and frolicked the
at you from the abt
playtlilng as a ciiild
when he came to college It was only natlance the Mechanical Engineering Course,
Ural that he should t
Hence Check!
"Mickey" never was much of a noise maker, but his r
slap on the shoulder and his "wha'd'ya
presence. Like the proverbial turtle, he Isn't a speed-king, but the
long string of A's and B's that adorn his scholastic trail are eloquent
in their prophecy that Jim's name will be near the top when the Col
lege Gabriel toots his trumpet on the day of reckoning, in June, 1918.
As to the "wimmen," Jim's all silence and has the gang guessing,
but we all have a sneaking suspicion that some fair Jane at BridgeAs lo music mercy sakes! His onewater Normal has him tied.
6ngcred obligato arias are second only to his favorite recitations,
namely, "Lasca" and "Jim Bludsoe." These two pieces he persists
in "ragging" long after the rest of us are in slumberland. But Jim'll
.
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Rowland Sever

Dodge,

P I K

Pawtucket, R.

I.

'^Hecker" "Polo" "Seven"
Agriculture
Class Basketball (i). 12); Class Football (2); Varsity Football
(;). 1^); C';ipi.nn-c-lcci Fi">iba]i (3); Corporal (2); QuartermastcrIk-^

hf M.i

"Hr.

:ss-hall wab temporarily out of Mellir
Food. However, he hung around till the> !c-i him hi and he has proved
that he "is there" from the coal shovtl V' the class-room.
"P..!<.r ,,!!,. ws the half of his right eye to glance up the stairs of
'
! u- not trust his left ftjot even on the first step.
Du\! i;
.ir is that he will get lost in the Broadway
S:;
Id man, vou will be found. Remember the
_.

..^

^

"

hi::
Our

10.

tD.iii Mar

asset lu one

,

R\

;ta

is

a

K,

at college, which is a great
it broad and thick in the Aggie

hard worker here

wliu expects to

spread

ch, R. I.

Soph i[..p O^nirniltvc- (2); \ uv-l'R.>idrnl (2); Kjl^^tilUS' r Board.
If laughter and feeds make one grow fat. Irm.i certainly ought to
be immense, for when it comes to giving or taking a joke no better
sport could be found. And eats!
say did y'ever go over to Irma's
and Sal's on a Friday night? On the campus she is known for her
good disposition, dancing, aversion to "cat," ability to ask many
and pointed questions in classes, canoeing, and pie-makJng. In the
secret recesses of Davis Hall, add to these
gymnastic stunts, prac
tical jokes, musical ability and hilarious laughter. She is First Lieu
tenant in the Order of Loyal Defenders of the East-Sidc-of-DavisHall, and as such has probably wounded many several persons.
When her quick ear detects the footfall of a marauder on the gravel
below, it is said that she seizes the weapon nearest at hand. Many a
good glass of jelly, can of chicken or box of crackers has been lost
When interviewed in regard to her
to Davis Hall in just that way.
attitude on campus affairs, the following signed statement was
obtained from her. "\''ariety is the spice of life."

George Henry

Fairbanks,

"Jinny" "Fair"
Corporal Wireless Corps (3).
"Jinny" bids fair to become

AXA Central
Electrical

Falls,

R. I.

Engineering

one of our foremost politicians, and
it looks now E. E. will be a sideline. Nothing can get by our
vouihful "William Jennings." Influence Is his watchword.
He is a f.illhful follower of the art made famous by Vernon Castle.
Flis chief difficulty seems to be enticing one of the opposite sex to the
dances. "One in seven is good enough for me," says Fair.
George is a student of no mean ability, and his curl which is so
prominent has been carefully trained while "doping out" the many
problems distributed by "Lanza." He is serious in all he undertakes,
and wc trust his efforts along his chosen path will not be unrewarded.
as

l^o^e^sCancT/Tate (^ouCecfe^
George Howard Fleck, A A *
Providence, R. I.
Electrical Engineering
"George" "Fleckv"
Class Basketball (2); Class Tnick h); Pr<-sidcnl R. 1. B. A. A. (3J;
iClass Baseball (i); Soph H't C
-'; n,.ss Football (2).
After graduating from I
0, George decided
~^

R. I. The fall of 1,1
the registration officer. II

to enter
to

George

is there

.i^

.i

..il-

.

ti.

to

elbow his way

le

he is,

c

local

I

and i

nber
Whv

t_^lhat
Studies

Chem.

he

never

all-:
trouble him.

When not prcsi.hn
studiously in the the
"Flecky" has a smile that
of good nature. We wish you
I.

be found

Harold A. Gar

iiight compared with "Larry's.'
:id Track Teams he

easily

won

hi:

ik
I

training, "Larry" decided thai
chase, and gave up his Aggie

aspirations.
As

a

student, "Yegg" is

ious, alert,

si

His varied education fi
"chicken chasing" or otherwis
the tape, ^z can only wis

ent.

1

Lester Davis Groves

Hope,

R. I.

"Red"
Agriculture
"Red" is one of the few that wc have been unable to get ani thine
He is one of our quiet fellows who keeps to himself. Originating
where there is Hope, he has hopes of passing Aggie Chem; of be.iiing
his roommate at cards, and that "she" loves him as much as ever.
"Red" entertains literar>- ambitions. He doesn't want tM write
a novel, but prefers rather to follow in the
footsteps of George .\de.
Quite decided is he in some of his opinions. He does not believe
in early marriages. Consequently, he vigorously asserts that he ill
not join the benedicts until he is twenty-one.
on.

i

him for the world.
Be the work
expect him to be with the leaders

we

at

We

Q?iJ7ofte xxv*^(^Cafs

Charles William

Hacgerty,

Allcnionn, R. I.

S. X A

"

"

"Charlie"
l-'oc.i r 1 v
"lilanchc"
Electrical Knpineerinp
Charlie ha~ uiily nnc anibilion in this life besides beinc an clce-

"VMi
:s

and

iia-

ec

Kce,K up

tile

p,,d "rep"

He IS some baseball pla)er, tou, as is evidenced by his
work in the "frat" games.
We wish you the best, Charlie, in all your attempts at
be it engineering or matrimony.

lle

Haskell,

rXA

W.

Barrington, R.I.

Home Economics
Ment (3).
:
demure little girl who is the "shiaine light" of
\.. ..new.mld dreatn lhat behind that habv face
.

liked and lull ..| fnn
S'
a worthy member.

scrapping and pineliinj: i.mii ^hali we add pullinf: haii
already a noteworthy "Bugologist," and soon will have
to

germs

Patrick Charles

Henry,

trained and educated.

Providence,

AXA

"Pat" "P. C."
Freshman Orchestra; Class Baseball
ball {2); College Orchestra (;i. \x).
Ladies and peniletiu-.i.
you seein the .-iitacheJ i

Electrical

""

1914
one

taking good

"fares, please!"

ivories is

a

i

1

be heaia

can

Rocky Point Special
Point and return.
induced to enroll

""

"

I

i

nickt

of the Rhode Islaiu.
as

After

eve^^

1

.>.Mird;.y

.

1,

.,!,a

..ndlwork that
le summer of
on board of

),igh staccato
>unday on the

it dashes from the Lnion Station
some

tall

R. 1.

Engineering

(l), (2); Manager Class Base

to

coaxing the. nickel-grabber

the
was

at the ol' coP on Kingston Hill.
Tickling the
mania with the conductor, and wherever he Is you will

find music a-plcnty.
Pat wanted to take the Aggie Course, but upon finding that he
could spread more than the above course could teach him, he up and
this car
turned engineer. And so, gents, get your nickels read)
leaves five minutes past the hour.

^^^ocfe^slxmcT/Tate (^oOCecfe^
Esther Lee Kinney, 2 T A
"Kinney Kid"
I
Early in our Freshman
and smiling face, acquit^
given the fact that she I

R. I.

Kingston,
Home I'.o

.r.<-inics

in.ii
--

i

wt-

found lhat she knew bu:
iiIhl'
college rules.
A good time is never complete unless Esther is there to help with
the tfor* and fun. Remember the "i8" football "feed" at Esther's.'
When any of us have felt in need >.! s..nie home-made food we have
W "
offered to "wall.
liopes of an invitation to
"

-

partake of

.

the

-..ppointed!

When Esil..
teacher of Honi' I

\

to

e-xpecis

r

:i)

become

a

.

Samue L L

Le IBOFF

Westerly,

"San
Vrn few caliz

R. L

-Applied Science
aled in the conical-shaped
^rofici ent as a photographer and
a
dorn
few pages of this
iphy
II an
tertains doubts of his abilrelie ved of them by consulting
Huick
Cl b ivhe re the name of our "Sam"

the talc nt that
H

r.

rhn"s,

f liii
'1

l;

fain
nil)

Che

.

c

nii.L

>'

icribed.
liad e cellent (?) sue ess as a cadet. He spends
.ng his superio office s in the manual of arms
listingu shed bv his soldierly bearing. If "Sam"
d<ye> U'
ccd
a Chenaist, he
ntcnds to take advantage of the
tipportu nitv offered by the Reserve Office rs' Training Corps. Dilipent effort sl ould qualify him for a com mission in the Salvation
.

Charles Elwyn Lermond, AXA
"Chick" "Charlie" "L-Wun"

Class Baseball (l); Varsity Baseball (i
(2); Manager Class Hockey (2); Sophomor
(3)-

lastic Honors (2); Class Secretary (2),

After graduating from East Providcnc High School, "Chick"
this was no occupation for a
his career as a stenographer, bi
c to R. I. S. C.
> he decided
All subjects look alike to him.
"Chick" is certainly a "clean
well
as the rest of them.
He can "hit" thermo and mecha
best when romping
Baseball la his favorite sport. He Is
between second and
around the diamond or setting the "hot-

began

third.

"Chariic's" only weak point
have

anything
I
,

to

awhile.
then

concerns

do with ihi
rd after
If his
r

He refuse

ivalk

a

graduation is as brilliant as
"making good."

worry about his

We
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(Jeorge Edwin

P I K

Luther,

Pawtucket,

R. L

icket with great hopes of bewas convinced
by 'Tip" toff^rlng subjects that the Ap-

...

.:. an

fish down there.

It's

no

ige is pretty

quiet. He does a lot
holding the organic
ght before a final (he was asleep).
It variety." Go to it George, the
hown

Daxiei,

Joseph Lynch, Jr.,

"Chick" "Che-ek"

P

his

Brockton, Mas
anical

"Hurley"

by

Engineering

Class Baseball (l), (2); Varsity Baseball (1). (2); Glee Club (1).
(2); Class Relay (1); Varsity Debating Team (1); Class Debating
Team (I); Corporal (2); Student Council (3); Sergeant (3); Grist
Board (3).
A glimpse at this picture biiiiiii to u.s iiniiads of lliduiilits. It
Romeu .uul Jiillct tcciir .l.,i.i-d .11 ll.nis Hall.
This

tlic liish Tcm.r

of Davis. He claims
the fSreman (Hecker).
"Chick's" high batting average includes 1

studies, but ask

happened c
ring through the portals

i.cauer

(3);

The lail
_-,ton aftci
uplcting his
school
iiircc years
...i....
..i,..i.
prepare hiiiii..ii 1.1
11.^- Mechanical Engineering.
ll did not Likt loiiii to uncover this modest youth and he soon made
himself famous in class basketball.
He is very long, but displays
c\qui5itc form in a basketball suit. His athletic prowess is not all
lhat makes "Rope" popular, for he has a great reputation as a flutcr
and it is doubtful what the battalion band would be without him.

hiph

.,

...

Foreign languages, more especially translating French into English,
Is something in which he is verv adequate, as all who took English IV
will well recall. If his three years at college have proved anything
rilln
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of life after Ici ing

K^cfeysumcr/tate (^oUe^e^
Valentine Henry Mariani
"Val" "Marv"

Providence,
Civil

"Wop" "Mary-Anne"

Class Football (2)"Val" hit the trail for

with the

Kingston
diately became famous as the greatest living
rough-housing.
During his Sophomore year he conclude.!
required by the "Profs" was too much for i
he withdrew without much commotion.
daily bread for awhile he again changed his
aga it
so

R. \.

Engineering

and imme
exponent of the art of
rest

of

'

us

'
.

:ind
ni'Ti
.Ms

'.

n

\

1

NuMAN Allen

N'L\rtell,

in

AA *

"Martv"

Soph liop Committee {2}; Collci:,-

North Attleboro, Mas;
Electrical Engineering

nivhc^ira fO.

.

Charles Everett

Mason,

A A *

Warren, R. L

"Chariie" "Oswald"
Agricullure
Glee Club (l); Corporal (2): Sergeant C3); Polygon {3); Grist
Board (3); Scholastic Honors (l), (2); Vice-President Hughes Club

(3)At the

appeared
ever sent

of college '14, a vcr>' dignified-looking young man
the campus. This young man, dear reader, was none
Hon. Charles, as true and as noble a son as Warren

opening
on

other than

our

forth.

He did not attract much attention, at first, because of his unas
suming manner, but when classes began "Oswald" also "began."
By his good record to date we sec he is still going.
The only thing that interferes with Charlie's happiness is the
fact lhat he Is a janitor. This involves so much responsibility that
"CHwald" spends all of his spare time in an easy chair, planning how
to avoid the wrath of his fraternity brothers.
The Aggie world Is extensive, but wc are looking for big things

from you, Charlie.
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hi> studies. As
hi^ talent in this
fail nf iQir., he
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Albert Rosaire

Mayer,

Providence, R. L

A X A

ctric.Tl
'

Sto

riei

:

'

'

'

Engineering
Corporal (z);

t';

hi- lu,

style which distinguishes him froi
campus.

On

he gets

Monday
perfumed, azure-hind i'l-.(k- tn
College. On Tuesday he answers it. ( 'i W
other .ind so on, ad infinitum. To sh.
ladies' man. he made a place on the Ii
qualities arc vouched for by his rank of ser-,
When his pipe's goin' with ol' P. A., and lii-. \wP.\P
sweet melodies, and the log's a-blazin' in the
fireplac
Frenchman's willin' to let anyone fill their pipes from his
a

<

-

Arthur Henry Frede

CK

Meyer,

A A '*'

Providence, R. L
"Dutchv"
Class Baseball (i). (z).
"Dutchy" dropped In o
dcncc, Olneyville. Since t
the handicap, and incident.
He has shown marked
tary authorities, please tal

harmless bags of water, an<
Among his many altai
topics are the German situ
correspondent. When not
with the B. A. A., of which
After graduation, "Dut
rent topics.
This is the llni
His favorite
opponents

argument

w

Chemical

Engineering

from the celebrated suburb of Pro\ilime he has been trying to shake otf
Iv, to acquire a knowledge of chemistr\-.
jility as a bomb-thrower (German millnotice) but the bombs In question are
us

it

unsuspecting friends (?)

the targets.
His chief
oratory is tabulated.
[ion and President Wilson's ability as a
iing his oratorical power he is in session
le Is a founder and staunch
supporter.
ly" Intends to take up debating on curin which he has shown great proficiency.
ich brings absolute silence from his
ments

is, "You win."

Clar^v Katherine

Miller,

T A

Pawtucket,

R. L

Home Economics
here

"Rover," the speed artist? Clara may
dignified but she is there twenty minutes or
always the first one to be ready for some'fun after she
"how come why." Her class-room record in Home
been a good one and we only hope that she will put
into practice when cooking for Sir
;

te

seen

and

.
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James

Albert Mitc HEI.L

"Jim"

"Mitch"

ager Tennis

"Halt!
'rom the

R. 1.

Oakland,

'"Colcege"

Beacon Board (2), (3); Wireless

Electrical Engineering
Corps (2), (3); Assistant Man
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"Mitch" would be a ;
two defectsone is
\
vith his head; the other \\v-\.
main trouble with his
lead is that he raises one gonJ iri>p nf imii .-.ich year and then has to
iecide between two evils getting a hair-cut or buying a bigger hat.
rie chooses the less expensive of the two bv undergoing the ordeal of a
twentv-cent "trim" in PriJc. '^ opcr.iiini:' I'^nii.
Likewise, with his
leart li.i
jnoslsoflhe
case Ull
m for more
i
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"Prof" Coggins add the
of definitions. As inertiii
chell" nill be defined as llir !
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P
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Westerly,

R. I

Mech anical

i',,1"

;

Engineering
Corporal (0. (2); Clai
Allen

.

Unit- d.,ubi but ill
has been found Ii

ue

lie in
;

drop-kicking

Ruth Goodwin

Murray,

STA

Bristol,

>

greatest ambition

Lanza's" head.
He hopes some d
ever can tell, for his

R. L

Home Economics
"Oody" "Rufus" "Ding"
Along came Ruth to the time of "Ale^;mder's Ragtime Band," to
join our ranks from the little seashore town of Bristol. She arrived
a verdant Freshman, but soon learned that a few rules were nothing to
beafraidof (co-ed included) and that fire-escapes were just as useful
We know she just adores studying but when it comes to a good
time she Is right in the midst of It. Some day we may hear of her
being on the stage, perhaps as a ballet dancer, but we think more
likely she will make a practical application of her chosen course, for
she is already practicing her unequalled knowledge of cooking in
countless numbers of "feeds" with Friday night specials. We wish
you success as a Home Economist, Ruth, whether it be in theory or

We
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Ramon Alejo

Pla,

San

AXA

Juan,

Porto Rico

"Topsv"
Kingston Class Honors (i); Instructor in Spanish (3); SecretaryChemical Societv (3).
The Hon. Scnor Don Ramon A. Pla is our representative from
Porto Rico's sunnj- clime. He was first discovered, with other freshions at our positive pole of learning in September, 1914. He filtered
into Kingston and precipitated on our campus with the rest of the
'iSers. Here he started to react with a few molecules of professors;
dissolved some c. c.'s of knowledge nnd rrv^mllized out into a full^
'
'"w marks; disso
fledgcd "pcrfesser" himself. \\>"

ciated .tII

c.cipiiiL'

:

text-books; superhe.it:
By weighing

^u-am.

<

.

.

Henry Irving Riley, A A *

condensed their

the accurate bal

.

of lioiiestv he "has finished \
1
:
! ,
Thuh cuncludes the reaction.
We e.xpect great things of him when he LiittrL. lif--'-ance

North

.

-

Jiemist.

at

R. I.

busy thoroughfare.

Attleboro, Mass.

Electrical Engineering
"Monk" "Irish"
Class Football (2); Class Baseball (l), (2); Class Basketball (1);
Class President (2); Class Baseball Manager (l); Corporal (3).
Ladies and gentlemen, behold before you the noble countenance
of "Monk" Rilev, the great Irish orator and debater. After wasting
a year at Bates
College, "Monk" decided to come to Rhode Island
to do some studying.
So far he has succeeded. "Monk" is also
somewhat of a pitcher, shining particularly in the "Frat" league.
During his spare time "Irish" can generally be found mopping
the top floor of the dormitorj- with some poor Freshman or upper
classman, or else he is attending one of the famous sessions of the
B. A. .\.
After graduating "Monk" has decided to teach Chemistry in the
North Attleboro High School, and evenings he will devote his time
explaining the principles of Thermodynamics to the citizens of tha
I side1 the future they
alks.

Carl David Roun, P I K

HillsKiovL,
Hillsgtov.,

"Carl"

Applied

R. I.

Scier

College Orchestra (l), (2); Kin] iton Prize Essay Contcs (2);
Glee Club (i), (2); President Hughe; Club (3).
"What are you doing tonight?"
'Come over to the house a
How are you hitting things, old boy? Pretty lough,
is typical of our Carl.
Carl, a product of East Greenwich Academy, blew into Kingston
with the intention of becoming a Chem. Engineer, but later decided
that Applied Science blended belter with his musical frame of mind.
During the recent Presidential Campaign he became the distin
guished President of the College Hughes' Club.
Carl is rarely seen on the campus after dusk, but could be found,
no doubt, in the Greenwich Opera House or Roof Garden
furnishing
music for the mern-makers. He is, perhaps, the onlv one who knows
the location of the mythical Garden of Eden, for he tells us that after
looking 'cm over. "Eve (a)" is the only giri for him.
'
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Frederick Charles Thatcher Slauson, B ^

Winsted, Conn.
"Freddie"
Applied Science
Student Council (i); Class BasketballCO, (2); Class Baseball (1),
(2); Class Track (0, (2); Class Football (2); Soph Hop Comm. (2);
Glee Club (I), (2); Ass't. Mgr. Glee Club (3); Corporal (i); Sergeant

(2);

First Sergeant (3).
Fat, Rosy, Energetic. Dry, that spells FRED, and he lives up to
bearing and fair countenance won the ad

it all. Freddie's military
miration of Davis Hall as
a

soon as he landed on the campus, bur after
year's experience he gave up calling in favor of more serious pur
After Freddie had trird ChrmK-nl Enpinc<-in- for .i vrsr nr

suits.

"Blinkie" predicted a
Freddie took the hint an

so

,.-....

m-

1

,-,.-,....

ir.

.i,,.

,.,;;,

irt

,;,,

'"'

i

now pursuing mth grc,.
:
1
flesh, however, as a persuii
!'
-i :ii
of a college course? .\c
diet, Freddie has cut out all caiid;. >tnJ pic, .ind i-^ ri'_'Vv cuiirent to
in
the
A
bril
for
his
vacation
big
city.
searching
Crum(p)s
spend
liant career is before our hero if he doesn't enlist as an object for

is

:-

>

-

^

j

Raymond Alexander Spargo

Westerly,

R. I

"Smilax" "Buck"
Agrlcultu:
Westerly's only Aggie delegate. Cut out for a minislei nd
originally intending to expound the gospel, he later rose above th;
ciUIng to become an Aggie.
He firmly believes that the Agronomy recitation-room was ii
tended for slumber and resents the attempts of the uns\mpathi
Professor to disprove it. "Prof" persists and now he must grin ; nd
He asserts that women are all right if they stay in theirown corner,
but believes, nevertheless, in "Votes for Women." A strong advo
cate of Prohibition, he doesn't understand why his nose should be so
red.
However, his cheerful outlook at everything and his great
ingenuity In offering excuses should carry him far after graduation.

Franklin Hoxsie

Springer,

PIK

"Chink" "Varsity Left End"

Bristol,

R. L

-Applied Science
he is sometimes called, comes from Bristol. Little
is known of this youth with the Oriental face. Like a Celestial, he is
a person of myster>' always full of live dope, but never telling from
whence it came. As a student or a person of character ( ) cannot
be beaten; but we can never forgive him for some of his nightly trips
with a certain misguided j^outh. While not what one might call an
athlete, there are several who admit that he is a champion when the
mighty bull-throwing contest starts. His ability along this lir
and he onlv kn
I of s
ed hir
"Spring"
Springer,

as

We
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Milton Torgan, *t' E IT
East Pr ovidi?nce, R. 1.
"Torg" "Shimpsky"
\pplie dScie nee
Varsity Baseball (i), (2); Class Football (2) ;CI ass B,.sketb all (2);
Band (2).
rliU \ninitr
You've "gotta" admit tha twhen you fir^t S.1-, nt-,-i!
.1 ,1

"feller" you knew

th;It he w as a naTii
Is no t his 01ilv asset
of no mean s ibilitv. W
or rcnirint; ;nT .inul
\\yr

at once

Drum-lugging, however.
iron and diamond

star

chasing the pieskiii
found in the Bac
to his eye and .-i J

"Torg" met
"M'm, my cat."
feline, and

as a

^

1

"

result liic

^\

il;. "Sliimip^k\

Wfi U

1

villii.iill

a

ll jir

tin

for another week.
Jt is our firm belief that the bacteriological world is due
giant and radical upheaval when "Torg" steps forth, armed wil
degree and nerve.

J.AMFs

Rt:^^I-LL Wm.sk, A X .\

Fall Ri'

Hi> lii\c of athletics entices "Russ" to practice
a broken heart.
He Is

Wakeiield, that city of many

walking
a

Joseph

Wansker

Boston, Masi

"Joe" "Curly"
"What,

Chenlical Plngineering
again? .Anoth<:r half hour of mv time gone t
common expression of "Curly'si."
The fact is the

you here

h ." This is a
here for business.
Little is known of Joe's eariv life .ilthoiieh a ripid examinatinn <
"Who's Who" mav reveal p;.rl U \i\:;n.r.t. Wh: ll v.'v lii. know. liM\'
ever, is that Joe came herr
the Sophomore Class with 1
he immediately made hi> :
Senior a thing or two in adv .;

Joe is

.

'

Since
one

may

matriculating at Rhody he has progressed rapidly and now
"Curly" carelessly sauntering towards Davis with one of

see

the "beautifuls" on his left hook. Beware, Joe! Many have fallen
under the mystic enchantment of those females across the campus.

toward

devout student
prove the

Roycroft's and other kinds of Crofts, and promises to
theory that an engineer is more versatile than the .'\ggie.

of

We
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Norwood, R. I.
al

attempted
but

was

so

Harold Kenneth

Wilder,

B 4

Leominster,

to run

a

dancing school,

utlook of his

becoming a Vernon
dance hall makes him dizzy. He
i-erses in his chosen profession and

with the

dLsgustcd

Castle that the mere sight of
claims that he has had no such

Engineering

;

Mass.

"Cascv" "Ken"
Chemical Engineering
Beacon Board (i), (2), (3); Scholastic Honors (i), (2); Editor of
Freshman Beacon (i); Corporal (2); Sergeant (3); Vice-President
Chemical Society (2); President (3); President Y. M. C. A. (3);
Vice-President Athletic Association (3); Business Manager Grist (3);
Cosmopolitan Club (3).
"Casey" isn't an Irishman, but he sure was jjulh w'wcv. In- liit
the City of Kingston. He was so frightened al 1 he n-n-f .niJ n.-cuthat he wormed his way into a book of knowlc'dgc. whcic he still
hides. He Is so deeply imbedded In his studies that when the Profs
ease up on the lessons for our sake, "Casey" takes sick from want of
"Ken" look quite an interest In
in the Physics Lab, but of late
little "Ray" In Boston.

junk

making
we

a

notice

wireless outfit from the
a transition from radio

to a

David Lamson

Wood,

PIK

Pawtucket,

"Woodie" Dave" "Timber"

TrackTeam(l), (2);RelavTeam(l).
Class Basketball (l); Corporal (2); Sergea
Nobody can blame this person for hi>
In his youth he decided that it would ta
In 1914 the

R. I.

..ri.alKripincering
/.('.

)'.;ball(.);

E

since. Most of hU iraii
between P I K and Da'
t^

whether

:;turn
eau

1

or

not

this^ fall.

is still

_

she "pulled the wool over his
Rumor has It that the Wickso "Dave" isn't

doing business,

the "cinders" be

representative of

your prog-
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OUasa of 1919
l^annrary

fSptttbrr

Professor Leonard Perley Dickinson

(MrprB
George Searle Shepard
Eleanor Gertrude Wicks
Louise Elmore Damon
Kenneth LeRoy Xorthup

President
Vice-President
.

Secretary
Treasurer

(Elasfi

l^ifitorg

We entered in September, 1915, with a membership of a hundred and nineteen.
We soon overcame our longing for home and began to assert ourselves as an active
element in the student body.
During our F'Veshman year all of the varsity teams received additions from
among our members. The class is duly proud of these men. We had the mis
fortune to be beaten h\ tlic Sorhnmores at football and track, but part of the sting
in baseball.
was removed when \'.
We returned tin
umewhat diminished in numbers, and imme
:
the subjugation of the Freshman Class. We
diately began to takr :
started things by pulliiiL' iIk-ih through Underwoods Pond, October 28th. Next,
we decisively won from them in the fall track meet.
Our victory in the annual
football game was "the straw that broke the camel's back." As a result, red rib
bons have been conspicuous at the social functions of the college.
The Soph Hop, held in Xovember, was a decided success. It was agreed by all
that it was one of the best dances ever held on the Hill.
What is more than the worldly accomplishments, we have shown and always
expect to show good old Rhode Island spirit.

(Elaaa nf 192U
l^uiiurariT iliriiibrr
Proi-essor Samii-:!. H.xrvky Webster

Offirrra
President
c-Prcsident

Milton Warrex Gardiner
Mildred Klizabeth Edward.s.
Louise Jane McNaught
Waldo Kmery

.

.

.

Secretary
Treasurer

dlaaa ISistori)
In the fall <.
H)l(> there came lo Rl
.M-d and open-mouihi-.
high school child
LiJed that thev ivouid
over ihe older st
am
the work of thi- u,
Freshmen caps weve domuuland
uipi
ill
lli:
<.d.
fully accomplished. The result
l.<.ili liiL
KL Ml
The Sophs showed a little
rope pull and football
in those (\rnts. Then camethetrack
game, and consequently they w
,e had lo content ourselves with defeat
meet, and though we won in se'
Basketball season opened and it was
and charged the result to expei
now that the Freshies showed the ability that had been so long latent.
They made
the Sophs bow down in submission, and in addition the Juniors and {sacrilege that
it may seem) the worthy Seniors tasted defeat.
So we are improving everv dav and hope to continue for the honor of the class
and Rhode Island State College.
49
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Dear Louise,
Here 1 am

tn

ISpr

an&

It makes me think of those hours we used
to spend thinking of the
day when I would be in college, and now that the time is
here, 1 feel almost the same, except that I'm rather proud of the fact that I am in
a place where men start on the
path to glory.
I got here on the afternoon train and rode up to the college in a "jitney."
After the two-mile ride, I got out and handed the driver a nickel, but he made me
That's the first time 1 knew a jitney was fifty
pay him forty-five cents more.
cents.
I always thought it was five cents. That shows that I'm starting to get
educated alreadv. After that I went to the office and got kev.s for my room, which
is in East Hall right across the campus from the office. The fellows are fine here,
because as soon as I got in the building one of them showed me mv room and stayed
around and talked just like he'd known me all the time, lie said he was Manager
of the Bowling Team, and that he would help me to hu\ tiiy thiii-js lor the room.
He told me what to buy and he sold me a ladiaim and a il<ithr> puss. He gave
tri ing lo sell
me the window shade and he told me nol to lei atuoiic luol tiie b\
me the bed because the
college furnished that free. So )'OU see I've got a good
friend so soon. He had the same room last year and he sold me the things because
he's going to get new ones this year. These old ones are good enough for me to
I'm going to meet Smith, that's
start with, and the radiator is just as good as new.
the fellow's name, again and he says he'll let me in on a secret pretty soon, be
cause I'm a smart looking fellow and not like most of the Freshmen.
Of course, all of the fellows aren't like thai, though, for after Smith left me,
another fellow came in and tried to sell me the bed, bul I was wise lo him and he
didn't fool me. After that some of the upper classmen made all the Freshmen carry
a bunch of trunks
up lo the rooms and I'm so tired I can hardly write any more.
I will write soon and tell you about that secret thai Smith's going to tell me.
Charlie.
at

last,

a

real

collegian!

Dear Charles,
I was juslt tickled to dea th to get your letter this afu--; -! ?.".' I am sitting
:.nKi lesson.
right down to answer it even if .Mama does want me to ;
i
1,
'iling along
Well, I am jus t the most plea sed girl in Bellville to learn i
v.v know lots
so fine.
They can't fool you on that boughten goods sliiti, i
more than we seem to, don't we, Charles dear?
It must be awful nice to be a college boy. I bet you go around with your hands
in your pockets just like those actors lhat were down here last spring. Did you
show thein how good you could play the harmonica? You better had, because
that would show them that you were more than a bowler and you would be a lots
<

'

more

popular.

Charles, you can't realize how lonesome I've been since you have been away.
I just crv and then I hug your dear little picture- the one where you are
driving Old Nell in the buggy and I wish you didn't go lo that old college. Bul

Nights

I know il will be fine for you and when you

time, darling.

come

home

we

will have the loveliest

What do you think? Jim Williams asked me to go to Mary Carter's birthday
I told him I had to stay in that night.
party that is to be on Saturday nighi, and
And every time I think of Jim, I think of that dirty little brother of his, and you
4
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knowhrnv I hate little kid- like that one. Well, I guess Jim needn't think that
because ;oi, ate auay I will ...o with him.
Lot- ol ki,>e>. .md don't lo around with anv of them do-eds (is that what you
call theni.= ).
Louise.
Dear Louise,
Now thai I

all sellled I will write you all about things. I have another
We ha\e a corner room whieh is used for a \h\1 lo'.ni .md a study
thinks he knows it all. .nid he told me to k-ok ont .ikout being
fooled, lie says he know.s all aboul il, because lie come- from .1 Ihl' lU.j\, .School in
Providence. 1 think the name of il is Techiiic or something like lhat. lie thinks
because Belleville hasn't so manv people lhat 1 am green, but just wait and see
how we'll fo.il him, won't we?
Smith saw me today and told me the news. It is lucky lhat I am taking En
gineering, because he asked me what course I was taking and when I told him he
said:
"That's fine. I thought mavbe you were an Aggie, and that would make you
am

roommate now.
room.

-Mv

roommate

ineligible."
But I bet you're just so anxious to learn that secret that I told you about, or
that I was going to tell vou about. Well, here it is:
Smith Ihis nickname is Deadevel savs he's appoinled me Chief I'in Boy of
the Varsin BowliiiL- Team, and C:iptain of the Freshman Team. And I've only
been here a week. too. There's a little uork to il. but u hen \'OU go to college you
don't stud> all the time.
It's just as Th,- llc,n ilhai's the weekly paper here)
says. You come 10 college lo get educated in other things besides studies.
Besides doing that work for the team. 1 have to pick the whole F'reshman
Team. Then we're going to play the Sophoniores.
1 had 10 keep il all a secret
until today, and then at dinner Smith got u]) in the dining hall and announced
that cvcryhodv ougli! lu co out for the team, especially for the F'reshman Team.
He said that I was captain and for ihem to report to me. Gee! I didn't know- he
was goiilL' to aiinonnee it like that and when e\er>body cheered I got all red, just
like the liriii' ynn -lood under the nii-ileo-i- al Fred's house. Every lime anyone
feels fine to be treated that way
sees me now tlie\ eali me Caji. and it eeriaiiik
when voii'xe onlv been here a ueek.
We haven't fixed up the alleys yet. 1 was over there just tonight and waited
for Smith for a half an hour, but he didn't come. We were going lo fix up the
alleys. I guess Smith must have forgotten aboul it.
It's four da}s. two hours and forty minutes more to the Thanksgiving vaca
Charlie.
tion, and then I'll be home again. Will write again.

Mr. Charles IladJvll,
I received your letter and was glad to hear from you. Things are going along
fine here. I went to a charivari with Jim last night, and we are going to a party
He is a dandy fellow and has the cutest little brother. I lake care
tomorrow night.
of him (the brother) lots of times and he's jusl too jolly and cute for anything.
Any time you are home, call me up on the phone and tell me how you are get
Miss Louise Martin.
ting along at college. Mother sends her regards.
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Jim

Baldwin

Srlai) Sram

jFaotbaU

Capt. Greenhalgh

Capt. LeBoeuf

iSrark

fiaarball

Capt. Redford

Capt. Lawrence

Saskrtball
Capt. LeBoeuf
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(Captain

fflaitaitrr

Albert A. LeBokuf

R^wmond D. T.xylor

(doartf
J.\MEs

A. Baldwin

The football team of 1916 was up against a very hard schedule from the open
ing game with Brown until the closing tussle with our old rivals, New Hampshire.
Despite the heavy schedule we can look back over the season with satisfaction, for
barring the Colgate game we held Brown to as low a score as any of her opponents
during the season.
The season opened with vacancies left by Lussier and Becker by graduation.
As both these men were guards, a hole was left on either side of Gibbs. The posi
tions were ably filled, however, by Bartels and Malloy. One serious handicap that
we had to contend with was the lack of men of varsity calibre in the
entering class.
The back field, consisting of Murphy, O'Brien, Capt. LeBoeuf and Knott, gave
us a
strong combination. Wood played the backfield in a few games, but injuries
forced him to quit the squad. Keegan came back strong after a year's absence and
proved himself an invaluable asset as a line plunger.
A log for the season shows: Won, Fort Adams 69-0; Maine 13-0; Connecticut
13-6. Lost, Brown 18-0; Colgate 38-0; Boston College 39-0; New Hampshire 12-0.
Tied, Wesleyan 3-3.
The first game with Fort Adams proved a walk-over for the Blue and White.
The soldier boys never had a "look-in." There was little chance for the team to
display any real form, but some fine forwards were made by the home team.
Spurred on by the decisive defeat administered to the Fort team, a large
Rhode Island following journeyed to Providence to attend the Brown game. All
left the field encouraged by the game fight put up by the Rhody eleven. The R. L
team was up against one of the best teams in tlie country, but every man played his
hardest from beginning to end. "Joe" LeBoeuf was in on ever)' play and did some
fine punting. O'Brien showed rare judgment in handling the team, and "Polo"
Dodge played a great defensive game. Jemail, Pollard and Farnum were the shin
ing lights for Brown.
59
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The second game of the season took place at Middletown when we played
Moore by a pretty drop-kick put Rhode Island in the lead in the first
quarter. The game was scoreless from that time until, with four minutes to play,

Wesleyan.

Harmon booted
Island

yard

one over

easily outplayed

line without

Island while

a

from the

twenty-yard line, making the score a tie. Rhode
were held once on Wesleyans twoO'Brien, LeBoeuf and Malloy starred for Rhode

the Methodists and

touchdown.

Dietgen was the whole show for the Red and Black.
r4th we resumed our athletic relations with Maine,

On October

sorrow, when we handed them a trouncing
more than welcomed, for the men felt well

to

the

paid

Steamer "Belfast."

bucking

with

a

i

to

their

?-o.

sii'inu

The game, owing to the wet and
few end-runs and forwards. McIntosh and Knott scored the touch

downs and LeBoeuf kicked

fought

<<\

much

The victory was
night trip on the
muddy held, was wholly line

turn-

for ihr

the Orono

one

boys all the

of the

way.

goals.

Rhody outpunted, outrushed and out
not be penetrated and the back-

Our line could

field put up a "whale of a game." Dodge, Dunham and Gibbs were in every play
and starred for Rhode Island. A pass from LeBoeuf to O'Brien netted twentyfive yards.

"Fighting to the last ditch," says the "Providence Journal," "the Rhode Island
finally conquered by the big Maroon leam of Colgate University at Ham
ilton, N.Y. on Saturday, October 2nd." The score does not even hint at the game
fight put up by every member of the Blue and White against the team destined to
be the only one to defeat the Brown bear. Capt. LeBoeuf was forced to retire
early in the game, leaving the team without a punier.
Our lines played fully as good a game as Colgate's stars, but the defense put
up against their open plays was what spelled defeat for us. The ends proved very
weak.
In spite of the big score rolled up against us we earned a "rep" as the
"gamest team that has played at Hamilton."
The game with the Connecticut Aggies was witnessed by one of the largest
crowds in years. The game was made interesting by open plays and end-runs,
Connecticut showed a fine style of overhead passing, but after "Dave" Wood
replaced Knott it was broken up every time.
Rhode Island was on the long end of a 13-6 score. Both tallies were made by
O'Brien, one on a forward pass from "Joe" LeBoeuf and the other after a pretty
sixty-yard run. Capt. "Joe" kicked the goal. Connecticut's score w-as made on a
forward-pass. Several times the Aggies were within striking distance of our goal,
but the old fight was always there and further scoring was prevented. Dodge was
the star of the game by his strong defensive work.
Rhode Island lost to Boston College on Saturday, Nov. 4th, in a very poorly
played game. The score was 39-0, Rhode Island's game was full of misplays and
team was
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fumbles which gave the ever-alert Brickleyites their opportunity to score easily.
One of the scores resulted from a fumble by one of the backfield and another from
an

intercepted forward-pass. O'Brien, LeBoeuf, Murphy and Call were the only
to show any "pep."
Lowney, Hanlon and Filzpalrick showed exceptionally

ones

well for B. C.

The team, after
old
for

a

week's

rivals. New Hampshire.

which could
our

nol

fast but

be solved.

light

In the first half.

lay-off

for Durham

set out

The snow-covered field
The

slippery

do battle with their

lo

presented

a

new

problem
footing

condition furnished treacherous

learn.

I

\,w

carried the ball fiftei

:.

Hampshire, following

eenter

for

a

touchdown.

a

thirty-five-yard run,
No goal was kicked.

i..iiL; fjaiiis by successful forward passes. Fumbles, howthe chance of scoring. In thethird period w^ehadourbest chance. Along

Rhode Island netted

^e

vo.o

ever,spoiIed
pass to Keegan

resulted in a twenty-five-yard gain. With twelve yards remaining
a
pass over the goal line. The ball went to New Hampshire on the
twenty-yard line and was punted out of danger. Capt. LeBoeuf made some long
Gibbs and Dunham played well
runs while Keegan "hit the line" for long gains.

O'Brien missed

in the line and O'Brien starred in the backfield.

Although

we

closed the

season

wilh

a

defeat,

successful.

.An Old \'iew

6i

of

Lippin

we

can

claim

we

were

fairly
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laakptball
jQanagfr

(fiatrtain
Albert A. LeBoeuf

Theose E. Tillixgh.ast

(Caath
James
for

Prospects

a

A. Baldwin

successful basketball

the first call for candidates

was

made.

season

The entire

looked

unusually bright

when

of last year was slill in col
class. Besides the veterans,

leam

lege and there was a wealth of niaUTi;il in tiic entering
Lawrence, Capt. LeBoeuf, Spencer. Smith. W ansker and Malloy, there was Maliff,
Goddard and CJray who followed a "rep."
The team, however, did not get going very well and the signs of a real team
did not show till the last game of the season when we hung the defeat on the New
Hampshire aggregation.
New Hampshire
Two games were lost to Connecticut during the season.
defeated us at Durham. We lost lo Mass. Aggie, and Amherst, but both of these
of unusual calibre this year.

teams were

season opened with Amherst at Amherst and received a trimming that
surprise to ali. R. I. was outclassed from the start and could not break up
the offense or through the defense. Maynard was the star for Amherst with twelve
baskets from the floor. The score, Amherst 65^ Rhode Island 5.
Rhody's second game was more successful than the first, and Northeastern
''^e visitors were completely outclassed. The
was trimmed to the tune of 61-25.
Blue and White second team played the last half of the game and scored more
and
Goddard
than the varsity.
Malloy at center and Spencer at forward were
the stars for R. L, while Clough played well for Northeastern.
Playing a slashing game from start to finish, the boys from Kingston made
Boston University show the goods to take the game 24-22, on their own floor.

The

was a

Boston tied in the last half and
at the end of the first half, 17-13.
broken till the last minute when Jenks registered a long one from

Rhode Island led
the tie

was

the floor.
were

the

not

E.

Jenks was
goods for R. I.

Rhode Island

to

break up.

played

for B. U., while

at

a

"Sammy" Lawrence

and

Malloy

fast game with M. A. C. at Am
wonderful passing game which proved hard

the short end of

Aggies played

M. A. C. led
a

star

came out on

The

herst, 34-11.
our men

the

a

the end of the first

fine game.
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half, 14-6.

In

spite

of the

score

^25?
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The Connecticut
on our

four

home floor.

showed

quintet

At

no

The end of

time

during

a

lack of

scoring

the first basket.

first half ended

were one

R. 1.

point

to

soon

the

manners

by handing

the game did either

fast game found
points.
The Connecticut five started out w ilh
a

ns on

the

team

losing

us a

have

end of

a

a

trimming

lead of

28-26

over

score.

prelt}' passing game and succeeded in
overcame their narrow margin and when the
a

The

good.

playing

was

hard and fast

through-

In the second half Connecticut took the lead and held it till the final whistle.
The game was full of spectacular plays by the members of both teams. Dickinson
at left forward for the visitors played a sterling game, both on the offense and de
fense.

Lawrence and Goddard starred for R. I.

On the

following Saturday, Rhody met defeat for the second lime al the hands
l.oy.s from the Nutmeg Stale. The game was played at Storrs. Our team
crippled because of the illness of Capl. LeBoeuf. and Malloy was taken out of
Goddard and Malilf were ihe .'shining lights for
game for the same reason.

of the
was

the

Rhode Island.

The score was 34-32.
Our first game with New Hampshire went to our rivals. 27-20. Rhode Island
led at the end of the first half, 18-12, but the W hile .Mountain boys played a whirl
wind game the second half.
The entire student body wilh many of the alumni packed Lippilt Hall lo see
the last game of the season with New Hampshire. The game was a treat. The
Rhode Island men displaced a fine defense and a clever passing game. New Hamp
shire
were

caged the first basket from the floor, but Rhode Island soon passed them and
never headed.
W hen the final whistle blew, it was Rhode Island 22, New

Hampshire

16.

The work of Malifl^ and LeBoeuf

while

Malloy's shooting

was

on

the defense

was

of the

highest calibre,

the best of the

After the game, the leam elected
Mass., captain for next season.

evening.
George J. Malloy, '18,
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laspball
Samuel Eugene Lawrence

James

Captain-Elect
Manager

Fr,\ncis Pvne.

-

Donald Elsworth Ca rlton

James

A.

.

.

.-l.isistant

Baldwin...

.

Manager
.

Coach

Stip 191B Srason
The

veterans

of the

team

uilli ..11 batter, e.indidt,lies

win

early in March lo:
practice with but

i'.'

lo Coach Balduealherlhemcnhad

reported
:

a da\ '.i
practice was
.];:...,,
out of doors uiiii
\)>mI llie Iiflh.
ne of the best that has
The games put up I. ^ Uie Hill l,-a;i: ni.ot,
I, :.
ever represented Rhode I sland. The new ballet', .eono -ttiiL' ol Laurence as catcher.
and Hudson and Woods twirlers from the hreJiitian C l.o-. more than re|>laced the
men lost by graduation.
The work of the l.atlery k recorded in the low scores
made against the leam. Outside of the battery positii jns the team had the men of
the previous year, and a consistent game was in order 1throughout the season.
The results of the s<mason's work of Rhody a,gains t her opponents is shown by
the following records:

to

a

held

1

.

Rhode Island

Batting
Fielding

Opponents

.225
945

.198

22

20

Runs

.955

Three games were not played because of poor weather conditions. These
The first game was with Brown
were the contests with Tufts, Maine and Colby.
al Andrew's Field, and although the loser bv a 4-1 score the leam put up a good
exhibition of baseball. The game was full of fast fielding and fine balline hv both
sides. Woodsand Hudson, in the box for Rhody, let Brown oil ulth live hits and
Sammy was the big man behind the bat. The lone tally, whieh is tlie initial one
against any Brown baseball team, was made by Chick L\'nch, u ho got a luo-bagger
in the seventh and stole third and home.

Innings

1

Rhode Island
Brown

0

0

0

0

Batteries

R. I.
Brown

=

6789

R

H

K

W'oods, Hudson and Lawrence
Flanders, Richards and Bernstein

Rhode Island's first victim was the fast Trinity nine from Hartford, Con
necticut. The game w^as featured by the fine pitching of aA.1 Hudson, who "had
Trinity's goat" after the third when they scored their two runs. The Hill players
tied the score in the fifth when, with two down, Ferris walked Lussier, and Lewis
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singled. Lermond got a short single to left, filling the bases. Hudson singled to
lefl, scoring Lewis and Lussier. No more scoring was done until Rhody's half of
the eighth. Greenhalgh opened with a single over short. Torgan sacrificed Green
nd, but the Chepachet
halgh to second. Buckley tried to catch Frankie asleep als
ed Gr. nhalgh with a sacrifice fly
ch the
boy was only helped to third
to center, thus winning the ga
i
2
Innings
Rhode Island

o

o

Trinity

o

o

t Kingston with Freddie
Rhode Island tri tnmed her old rival New Hampsh
ice in the second when,
Woods on the slab. It was Freddie who put the game
The opposing
tors got four hits.
wilh a two-bagger, hi
knocked out of the box in the fifth, bul
twirlers did not fare so well. Mooney w
his successor, Bissel, pitched a good game of ball. Law ?nce accepted fifteen chances
without an error, and Torgan at third played well ar und the sack as well as getting two hits out of three times up.

Innings
Rhode Island
New Hampshire

123456778

c;

RHE

o
000

463

000
0001020

343

I

2

o

o

I

o

lelm's team which held Boston ColRhode Island's next victim was the Sl. Anselm's
the game to Melanson's wildness
lo a no-hit game.
The home tear
Woods pitched a good game, while
when he gave away two runs by wild ih
Capl. Seifert led at the ba ith

lege

Innings
Rhode Island
St. Anselm

I
o

3

o

; lost bv
; of
second game wilh Ne V Han ipshirt
5-4 at Durham.
ir the eeighth
The score; was 4-2 for R. I. in
ighth inning, when \\oods replaced Hudson.
Bracke t hit safely and Blalchford came home wilh the
Morrison fanned, but Brackett
tying run. Brackett then attempted a delayed steal, but was out al second. Ir
vine, however, was brought across with the winning run. A difference of opinion
claimed lhat Brackett held Lcwii
arose as to the validity of this score,
The pla
and no
arm as the latter threw 10 put Irvine out.
resumed, howe
> doubles onto
further runs were made. Lynch got a home run ai
up, and scored two runs.

Innings
Rhode Island
New Hampshire

123456
I

o

2

o

I

o

o

o

i

o

o

i

then journeyed to Woteesier on M;
of big league baseball was In
scored the first run in the seo
and came home on an error ;
ning, and brought in anothei inn m liie seve
Woods. Rhody tied up the score in the ninth wh
Lussier doubled also. Tech received no more ru
The

team

-tit. and after eleven innings
a
score of
R. I.
4-2.
1 10 right, stole third
score in the same inlliuison was then replaced by
I Seifert doubled to center and
1
during the rest of the game.
.
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The Hill

in the eleventh and put the ga
first. Lynch singled and went to ihii
Dn Seiferl's single
ored Lvnch and Seifert
second on Lussier's out. L(
with a clout over second. Tech finished the game \\
fly balls
lid. Capt.
Seifert, Lynch and Lussier were the star: 'ith the bat for Rho
Seifert also put up a good fielding game. L
starred for Wc
men

scored

two runs

inning Torgan was out
right. Seifert took

al

to

Innings
Rhode Island
Worcester

R

12345
o

i

o

o

o

o

i

o

o

o

The end of a most successful season ca
ith th.
al Eagleville on .May 30th.
m led :
The Hi)
until Chick Lermond pulled down with one hand a Hi
the ninth inning.
Lermond drove in two runs in 1
made the game safe.
Torgan, Lermond and Lussier were the mai hitters
Anderson starred for Connecticut.
Rhode Island
Connecticut

Connecticut
never safe
put out of
ch practically
vas

ast

for

1234567
0000102
ooooo

i

o

Samuel Lawrence, '17, was elected captain after ihe Connet
is safe to say lhat the team under him will put up tht best kind (

(Somra of
Rhode
Rhode
Rhode
Rhode
Rhode
Rhode
Rhode

Island
Island
Island
Island
Island
Island
Island

X\\t ^raaon

i-Brown 4
3Trinity 2
New Hampshire 3
4
3^ St. Anselm 2
New Hampshire 5
4
Worcester Tech 2
4
Connccticui Aggies
3
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Innings

H

Rhode

Island.
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Slip 19 IB Srark Srasmt
Frank

E.

Donald

Greenhalgh.

Captain
Manager

J. Kendall

J. Stanley

Coach

Beamensderfer

Her over
Rhode Island was most unfortunate in her 1916 Track Season
whelming defeat at the hands of New Hampshire closed a poor year on the cinders.
What was lacking in
team was severely handicapped by lack of material.
numbers, however, was made up in quality. The team really consisted of a few men
who could be depended on to place in several events.
The new men, Tweedell and Benish, showed great form in the distances while
Capt. Greenhalgh was the mainstay in the quarter. Palmer, "Dave" Redford
and Wood starred in their respective departments.
Rhode Island opened the season wilh Tufls at Medford. They lost to the
Brown and Blue only after a nip-and-iuck struggle from the opening to the very
last event. The score was 64-62. One decision by the judges when they declared
Chase and Penaligan tied for second in the hundred caused us to lose a point which

The

otherwise would have made the final

score a

tie.

Benish for R. I. took first in the

880-yd. run; the mile, and second in the twomile. Capt. Greenhalgh took first in the440-yd. run and second in the 8H0. Palm
er of Rhode Island was the best in the weights with first in the hammer and shotput and second in the discus. The outstanding feature of the meet was lhat all of
the scoring for Rhode Island was done by the same few men.

(II|p 2?pui l^ampshirr iHrrt
Hampshire, Rhody was handicapped by the small num
squad. This necessitated the participation.in several events

In her meet with New
ber of
of

a

men on

few

men

the track

who

were soon

tired.

Benish starred for Rhode Island when he

gale

the

race

of his life in the two-mile

run.

copped

As

a

the mile and gave Nightin
a new record, g mins.
46I

result,

hung up for the distance. Capt. Greenhalgh took Iirsl in the 440,
second in the 220 and third in the 880. Wood took first in the low hurdles and
second in the high hurdles in slow lime. Palmer, as usual, look good care of the
seconds

weight

was

events.

He scored first in the

in the discus-ihrow.

shot-put,

second in the hammer and third

We
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5^put

ISanipalnrp iHa^t

?frm

lOO

yd.

l^ampaliirr

Dash

Ross, N. H.
2nd, Dudley, N. H.
3rd, Ward, N. H.
Time, lo 2-5 sec.
1st,

220

yd.

440
1st,

yd.

Dash

R. I.
Thomas, N. H.
Dudley, N. H.

Greenhalgh,

2nd,
3rd,
Time, 52

880

yd.

1-5

sec.

Run

Whitworth, N. H.
2nd, Dame, N. H.
3rd, Cjreenhalgh, N. H.
Time, 2 min. 5 1-5 sec.
1st,

iiiiigatnn

Sluibr JlBlan& 44

High Jump
Rollins, N.

H.
1 Stevens. N. II
,
"'l
1 Boomer, N. H
Height, 5 ft. 7 in.
1st,

,

Dash

1st,
Ross, N. H.
2nd, Greenhalgh, R. I.
3rd, Ward, N. H.
Time, 23 1-5 sec.

82

at

2

yd.

Broad

120

High

sec.

Dist.,

Huse, N. H.
2nd, Palmer, R. I.
3rd, Hopkins, R. 1,
Dist., 109 fl. I in.

20

ft.

I

in.

Palmer, R. I.

2nd, Wadleigh, N. H.
3rd, Bugbee, N. H.
Dist.,

39 ft. 9

1-2

in.

Discus Throw
1st,

Wadleigh,

N. H.

2nd, Bennett, N. H.
3rd, Palmer, R. I.
no

ft.

I

in.

Pole Vault

Hammer Throw
1st,

Jump

Shot Put
1st,

Hurdles

Wood, R. I.
2nd, Boomer, N. H.
3rd, Redfern, R. I.
Time, 18 sec.
1st,

sec.

isi.
Boomer, N. H.
2nd, Redford, R. I.
3rd, Kimball, R. I.

Hurdles

Hewey, N. H.
2nd, Wood, R. I.
3rd, Stevens, N. H.
1st,

Time, 27 2-5

Mile Run

"Time, 4 min. 40

Mile Run

1st,
Nightingale, N. H.
2nd, Benish, R. I.
3rd, Hope, R. I.
Time, 9 min. 46 sec.

220

I

Benish, R. I.
2nd, Eastman, N. H.
3rd, Tweedell, R. I.
1st,

Brill, N. H.
Strand. R. I.
Boomer, NIL
Heitdlt. o fl.

1st,

^^oJeJ^sCancTJiate (^oOCe^e^
Sufta Mnt at iHn'ifnrJi
SuftB e4

lOO

yd. Dash

220

2-5

sec.

yd. Dash

Tweedell, R. I.

440

yd

Dash

Greenhalgh,
2nd, Fallon, T.
3rd, Gardner, R.
Time, 53 1-5

880

yd.

i

I.

3

2

sec.

Run

Benish, R. I.
2nd, Greenhalgh, R. 1.
3rd, Fallon, T.
Time, 2 min. 7 1-5 sec.

Hammer Throw

Palmer, R. I.
2nd, Hopkins, R. I.
3rd, Beachan, T.
Dist., 99.8 ft.

T.
Lee, T.

Tyler,

,

d,
i, Redfern, R. I.
Time, 26 1-5 sec.

:o

High

Tyler,

Hurdles
T.

2nd, Redfern, R. I.
3rd, Lee,T.
Time, i8 sec.

Jump

Tvler, T.
Strand, R. I.
Redford, R. I.

sec.

Shot Put

yd. Hurdles

20

R. I.

isi,

1st,

nd, Benish, R. I.
3rd Kimball, T.
rime, 10 min. 45

Mile Run

Benish, R. I.
2nd, Randall, T.
3rd, Tweedell, R. I.
Time, 4 min. 44 sec.
1st,

Broad

Mile Run

2

Hudson, T.
2nd, Chase, R. I.
3rd, Penaligan, T.
Time, 23 1-5 sec.
Ist,

1st,

I

R. I.
(McCharles, N. H.
3rd, Allen, T.
Height, 5 ft. 3 in.

,iRedford,

'"'']PenaliVan,T.
lo

82

High Jump

Hudson, T.
,jtChase, R. I.

1st,

Time,

Htfodr Jalanb

Palmer, R. I.
2nd, Thorndike, T.
3rd, Beachan, T.
Dist., 41 ft.
1st,

Dii

Throw

1st, Thorndike, T.
2nd, Palmer, R. I.
3rd, Beachan, T.
Dist., 104 ft.

Pole Vault

Miller, T.
2nd, Boss, "T.
3rd, Strand, R. I.
1st,

Height,

9 ft. 9 in.
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Harsttij Srlaij Uram

She 191 r
Frank E. Greenhalgh.

J. Russell

Walsh

.

Thomas A. MacCrkadie.
Once

tion of

.

in

proved

two

a

indoor

For the third consecutive time she

turning

the tables

Green Mountain

boys

on

.

Captain
Manager
Coach

.

Rhode Island

more

though only participating
time.

Srlay ^rasmt

...

bright

star

in the

relay

firmament.

Al

she won both handily in very fast
from M. A. C. and had the satisfac

meets
won

Vermont for the defeat suffered

at

the hands of the

last year.

When the call for candidates

was

made, the entire

from last year reported
class. Gardner, Wood and

team

with a bunch of classy performers from the entering
Greenhalgh held their own against the new men, while Reid,
Class, acquired the other berth.
74

from the Freshman

Rhode Island

Artillery Corps games in
against Bainbridge of the Aggies.
He handed a lead of two yards over lo Reid, running second for Rhody, opposed by
Clough. These men had a merry battle for two laps bul Reid managed to increase
the advantage to four yards. Wood then took the baton and added three more
yards at the expense of Vessair. Capt. Greenhalgh and Capt. Pratt opposed each
other in the final frame, but the Rhody captain proved too speedy and crossed the
line twelve yards in the lead. The distance was covered in two minutes and thirtythree seconds, a new record for the track. The record was short-lived, however,
for two of the larger colleges succeeded in breaking it later in the evening.
At the B. A. A. games, in Boston, Vermont fell down in defeat before our speed
artists, by a wide margin. This more than made up for their win of last year.
"Larry" Gardner started things for Rhode Island by leading Powers by eight yards
at the end of the first relay.
"Frankie" Reid climbed up twelve yards more on
Perdman. Capt. Greenhalgh added fifteen yards to the twenty, leading LeBarron
by thirty-five yards when "Dave" Wood started the last act with Thomas, the
Vermont anchor. "Dave" found the finish line fifty yards ahead of the Vermont
South

man.

Armory,

The

race was run

At the Penn
closed its

opened

Boston.

season

with M. A. C.

at

the Coast

Gardner started for R. I.

in three minutes and sixteen seconds.

Relay games at Philadelphia,
by placing third in its class.

on

April 28th,
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Wparpra nf thr

R. I.
JFuotball
.Vlbert Alp:
SE LeBoeie
R,^,I.PH Will 1 \M- (ilKBS
Sa MUEI. Lro i \1 I.XWREN-CE
H/iROLD Qi 1 N-ri : S .MoORE
Re.W1.,XN- 1) Sl M.R Dodge
;
Cll
Lk
s O'Brien
D'.\ 11) .'Vl)\M Re DFORD
.\I ILVIN \\.\/t.XRD Brightman
GftORGE Fra \-cisI Malloy

Raymond Douglas Taylor
Leslie Arthur Keegan
Robert Allen Ebbs
Leslie Lincoln Dunham
Henry Arthur Bartels
Roy Porter Call
Maurice Vincent Murphy'
James E. Knott, Jr.
George Pryce Ki.mball

.

iSasrbali
Samuel Eugene Lawrence
Charles Elwyn Lermond
Daniel Joseph Lynch, Jr.
Milton Torgan
Frank Elmer (ireenhalgh
Albert Sprague Hudson
Frederic Mansur Woods

(Erarh
David A. Redi
P'rank Elmer <
Harold .Aihno
George Prvck
Donald J. Ke>

Russell Walsh
David Lamson Wood
Andrew Clark
Theodore Benish
William Theodore Tw
Frank Reid

James

I

James

ISofihrtball
Samuel Eugene Lawrence
Kenneth Matteson Slocl
Albert Alphonse LeBoeuf
Harry Arthur Wansker
Leander B. Spencer, Jr.
Theose E. Tillinghast
Lester Lawrence Smith
Thomas Maliff
Charles H. Goddard
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tion

The foundation of the present system of nationally aided vocational educa
was laid when President Lincoln on
July 2, 1862, signed the Agricultural Land

Grant Act.

izing

In 1863 the General Assembly of this State

the Governor in behalf of the State

amounted

to

120,000 acres, 30,000

passed

resolutions author

accept and receive ihe land script, which
for each Iniicd Si;iics Senator and Rep

to

acres

This land script was transferred to M>r(>\\ri I i!i\crsity in accord
with an agreement whereby that institution was lo responsibly and faithfully
discharge all obligations imposed upon the Slate by the LauLl (irant Aci. The
land script was located in Kansas, and on account of lack of fun^is with which to
pay the taxes upon the properly. Brown University sold the land, deriving there
from a fund of $50,000. The income from this fund was devoted to the payment
of scholarships, the beneficiaries under these scholarships being required to take
work in agriculture or allied subjects.
In 1887 a joint special committee was appointed by the General Assembly to
investigate and report what action would be necessary in order that the agricultural
interests of the State might obtain the greatest benefit in carrying out the Act of
the 49th Congress to establish Agricultural Experiment Stations and also to in
vestigate and report upon the disposition being made of the original Land Grant
Fund income. This committee held several public meetings during the w^inter of
1887 and 1888, and in accordance with public opinion there was reported a bill
establishing a State Agricultural School on an independent basis. This bill was
passed March 23, 1888.
Three days earlier, March 20th, a resolution had been passed, appointing a
joint special committee to select a site for the institution.
Many offers of land were made to the committee; five different sites were
inspected and it was finally voted to buy the "Oliver Watson" farm at Kingston.
June 13, 1888, Governor Royal C. Taft appointed the first Board of Managers
of the new school. This board formally organized at a meeting held in Kingston
on July 30, 1888, Mr. Charles O. Flagg of Cumberland being elected president of
the board. This meeting w^as held in an old corn crib which was located near the
resentative.
ance

Watson House.

On May 24, i88g. Dr. John H. Washburn was engaged as Principal of the
Agricultural School. The work of organization and planning for the future
development of the school was at once undertaken although no definite arrange
ments for students could be made as there had been no provisions for housing or
for paying the necessary running expenses. The first building to be constructed
State
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for the institution

Taft

was

Laboratory

which

was

completed

in

June, 1S90 (and

for the first few years was used jointly by the Experiment Station and the School).
The first exercises to which the public were invited was the laying of the corner
stone

of this

building.
provide

attendance. To

Brief exercises

were

held, about fifty people being in

for the proper housing of theAgricultural School, the State
March 18, 1890, made an appropriation of $50,000. This money

Legislature on
expended in the erection of College Hall and
giving ?io,ooo annually for the maintenance

On March 27th a
passed. On July 23, 1890,
W.
Davis, as the first
College
John
speaker, in closing, said: "We can hold foremost position only as our intelligence
may be foremost and it is to promote such intelligence as applied to agriculture
that this school is established and I most heartily commend il to the farmers of our
State. Let us do what we may to speed the work."

was

bill

the

cornerstone

of

The first cl.

Hall

tered the

twenty-seven. The ent
were stated as follows:

ran
"'

ordinary English branci:
reading, spelling, English g
history." The first class paid
the

was

laid.

South Hall.

was

Governor

Sept. 23, 1890, wilh an enrollment of
irements for the three year course then offered

stilution

luirements for admission to our school embrace
hnietic through square and cube root, geography,
and an elementary knowledge of L^nited States
for table board three dollars per week and five dol

lars per annum for room rent. The Faculty and Experiment Station Staff com
bined consisted of twelve persons, two of whom were employed only part time. On
27, 1890, Mr. Thomas C. Rodman was appointed Instructor in Woodworking
which was added later the work of Superintendent of Buildings, which position

Sept.
to

he held until his death

on

November 18,

1916.
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Until December 6, 1890, the few boarding students at the institution had been
the Boarding Hall was finally completed and the

living in the village. On this date
boarding students moved to the

upper floors of the

Boarding

Hall.

Governor

Davis on Dec. 12, 1890, on the occasion of an informal visit to the institution, laid
the cornerstone of the Veterinary Hospital (Ladd Laboratory). The first year all
recitations

were held in Taft
Laboratory until May, 1891, when the builder in charge
College Hall allowed the use of two partially finished rooms on the first floor for
botany and drawing classes.
An old "lecture and recitation card, spring term 1891" shows that the day's
class vvork commenced at 8.15 A. M. and continued until 4.00 P. M., with a noon
intermission from 12.30 to 1.30 P. M. Aside from the noon interval, the only va
cant periods during the five school days were from 11.30 to 12.30 Wednesday and
Friday. In those days the laborator)' work in agriuclture was listed as "practical
agriculture" and consisted of digging ditches, building roads, grading lawns around
the buildings, harvesting farm crops in the fall term, plowing and planting in the
spring. In the late fall and during the winter term, of lhat year, instruction in
woodworking was commenced. In pleasant weather, the class worked upon the
Veterinary Hospital, and stormy days in the basement of Taft Laboratory. Dur
ing this year, there was installed according to the report of the Board of Managers,
"an adequate water supply, consisting of a six-inch ariesiim well, hard pine tower,
forty feet high, circular tank, 10 ft. xio ft. A four-inch wrought iron main was laid
to Taft Laboratory from which a three-inch main supplied the new dormitory and
boarding hall. Three two-inch hydrants have been provided, one each at the lab
oratory', dormitory and boarding hall."
In September, 1891, the second school year started with two classes on the
grounds. In October, the first reading room at the institution was opened. This
was financed very largely at first by the Students' Reading Room Association
which raised nearly fifty dollars the first year to pay for newspapers and periodicals.
Until 1892, communication between the village and school was either by way
of the wagon road leading from the boarding hall south to the main road from the
village to the depot or by means of the footpath which necessitated the climbing
of several stone walls and pairs of bars. The direct road to the village was opened
in the spring of 1892, and Arbor Day that year was celebrated in co-operation with
the Kingston Improvement Society by the building of the sidewalk from the village

of

the

to

the school.

May 19, 1S92, the General Assembly passed an act amending the act estab
lishing the Agricultural School and establishing the Rhode Island College of Agri
culture and Mechanic Arts.
Upon receiving notification of the passage of this
amendment, the students held the first large celebration at the institution, prep
arations for which had previously been made. In this celebration the old cannon,
80
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"Ben Butler"

an
important part. "Old Ben" is still on the college cam
duly inscribed telling of the event. This tablet was placed
and
by
1894
1895. During the summer of this year the Faculty ar
ranged a new course of study which went into effect with the opening of the college
year September 14, 1892. This changed the length of the course from three years
to four years and carried wilh it the granting of a degree upon completion instead
of a diploma. The students were also allowed an option between agriculture and

pus,

bearing

played

a

tablet

the classes of

mechanic
The

arts.

principal

events

of the

college

the attendance for the first time of four

year which opened September, 1893, were
classes, and the first Commencement exer-

Cnu.EGF. Hall Blrnim.

cises which
a

were

graduating
In

held in

class of

a tent

erected upon the front campus,

June

12,

1894,

with

seventeen.

1890, Congress passed

an act

known

the Morrill Act which gave
of the Land Grant Act of 1862 a
as

to

each

sum of
college established under the provisions
$25,000 annually. The question of which of the two institutions in Rhode Island,
namely, the State Agricultural School or Brown University should be the beneficiarj' of this act was taken into the courts for decision and was finally settled by a
compromise when on April 19, 1894, the legislature passed an act authorizing the

State Treasurer
which the

to

pay Brown

University

University

was to turn over to

the

sum

of

the State the
82

$40,000
proceeds

in consideration of
of the Land Grant
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Act of 1862 and

relinquish all cla I to the Morrill Fund of 1890. Wilh the opening
al changes and improvecollege year in September, 1895, there wei
ments made possible by the increase in funds.
iii.-nt of botany was
as
also
was
the
'w'Z held in Noestablished,
military department,
vember. During this college year the institution
setbacks in its history when on January 27, 1895,
egc uormitory burned lo
the ground. Due to the splendid work of members of the student body, much of

of the

nrjrt

the apparatus and many of the books which
saved. Following this fire, tempor ,ry

were

on

the

two

lower floors

built.

were

This structure, vhich was located inn;
rear of
-1 Davis
the present Davis Hall, was known s the Barracks. After : :
Hall this building was moved to a s le east of Lippitt Ilall where ii ^ciacJ a squar-

dents

were

-

,

ters

for the chemical

when it

department

moved

intil the

completion

of Science Hall in 1914,

the side hill below the

poultr\' deparlment and is now
fire, there
were erected three temporary buildings, the Barracks, the present carpenter shop,
and a building for the botanical department which upon the completion of Science
Hall was moved to the east of the dairy barn and is now used as a AaXvy laboratory.
During the construction of these temporary quarters, recitations were held in the
village court house. Following the fire, an agitation was started lo do away with
used

was

as a

again

home for the

to

sheep

and swine.

Within three weeks after the

We
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institution, later this was modified to moving the buildings to a site near West
Kingston. As a result, the appropriation for the replacing of the burned dormi
tory was delayed. However, an appropriation of $35,000 was ohiaincd late In the
spring for the replacing of the dormitory which was occupied October 10, 1895.
The student team became a fixture of the institution when the Legislature
passed an act directing that the institution transport day students. While young
the

women were

modations

admitted

were

merly

been

young

women.

lo

the institution from the very first, no dormitory accom
1895 uhni Wji-^n H'.iise wliirh IkuI for

furnished until the fall of

occupied by

the farm

superintentl(.'iit

wj-.

f-n^'V

afi-J auA n-lhI for the

Buildings
purchased the farm for the
institution, the onlv usable building was Watson House. Soon thereafter, Taft
Laboratory, College Hall. South Hall and Ladd Laboratory were constructed.
Lippil Hail, now used as the headquarters for the engineering departments, hous
ing the library and drill hall, was huili in 1S97. The Jairy barn was constructed
in 1898 at which time Taft Laborator)- was remodeled.
For a period of three
years thereafter, there was no further construction work until after the destruction
of the horse barn b}- fire on January 9, 1901, the present structure was built. The
next addition lo ihe building equipment was made In 1905 when an appropriation
These
was passed for ihe building of the greenhouses and college poultry buildings.
buildings were occupied late in the year 1906. April 29, 1908, a bill was passed by
the General Assembly providing for the erection of East Hall and the remodeling
of Davis Hall which was to be used as a dormitory for young women, who, for the
preceding two years, had been living al ihe Wells House In the village. The ath
letic field house was provided for in an appropriation made by the General Assem
bly in 1910. This appropriation was secured very largely through the efforts of
the student body.
In 1912, the appropriation for Science Hall was made. The
cornerstone of this building was laid with appropriate exercises, October 26th of
the same year and the building was occupied at the opening of the college In
September, 1913.
and Mainh-uancc.

When

the

Slate

The maintenance funds have increased from
Federal Grant of

a

Stale

School and

tion

maintenance fund from the State

Agricultural
annually to a

and Federal Grants of

a

$92,500 annually.

Slate Grant of $io,oco

$15,000

to

the

to

Experiment

the
Sta

present of $40,000 annually
The State maintenance u;is advanced
at

original sum to the present sum in increases of five and ten thousand dol
The Federal funds have been increased In.ni the Hatch fund n{ 1 SS7 by the
Morrill Act of 1S90. transfer of llie .Morrill fund ol i^dz from lirown Universit^i.-,
from the
lars.

Nelson Amendment of igo;. the Adams Act of 1906 for
and the Smith-Lever .\ei nf 1914 for Extension Service.
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Administration and Faculty. When first founded, the control of the institu
was vested in a Board of Managers of five members, one from each
county,
the Governor and confirmed by the Senate. Al present the Corpora
tion consists of seven members, there having been added to the county represen
tation the State Commissioner of Schools, ex-officio, and a member from the State
Board of Agriculture. The first principal of the Agricultural School and President
of the College was Dr. John H. Washburn, who served from September, 1889,10
I Director
August 15, 1902. .Afte
;ignation. Dr. H. J. Wheel. who 1
of the Experiment Sta
on he held until
:in? President. whi(
-1
'. now Presiden'
Massachusetts
April I. 190^. when I
: ;-~;den,.
Ian
I'tC: President
Agricuhur.i! C"..IIeL-e.
Bullerhekl leMuned t
ol the .Ma..
l^ AL-ricultural
tln^
.,lhof
ihal
^cii
e.iused
leM.^
College,
was tilled In
the appouumeni of Dr.
the
by this re^L'nati.
incuinbei
took
me the
wlio
the
work
on
[,
njo^.
present
up
July
scientific and leai
.mbers
ig staff of liie institution has Increased
in September, 1S90, to fifty members at present.
Development of Courses. The first change in course was made in 1892 when
mechanical engineering was introduced. In 1893 the entrance requirements were
increased slightly. The next change was in September, 1898, when a modern lan
At that time the Preparatory School was es
guage was required for entrance.
tablished and also the course further strengthened by the addition of a chemical
and biological course. The next year the mechanical course was changed to me
chanical and electrical engineering, thus offering two options in the engineering work.
In 1901 a general science course was established, w
doned in
^
An agricul1907 upon the establishment of our present applle
s
tural high school course of two years was establi>hi
course never
ir short course
attracted verv large numbers and was later chanu-ed m
as established.
in agriculture. The foil, wine ^ ear an industrial hi-h -chlieli curse was
This was later f'tll"V\eJ b> llie tu< .-} e;ir en-ineeriiiL' -);ori
>u:
;i\
discontinued several years ae". In the ^anie \ear a
engineering
was established; the name of this course wa.s ehaiiL-i
1907 when it became the civil engineering option 1::
es
were thor1903 the extension work was inaugurated. In iwo; .'
oughly revised and much strengthened along scientihc nd technical lines. For
the first time a course was added to the college curriculu 1 devoted entirely to the
training of women for their life work. At a formal reccptii ^n held on .April 28, 1908,
ented to the
the object and aims of the home economics deparitnSeptember of
people of the Stale. The first students were enroiletl i
the entrance
that year. From 1898 to 1908 there had been slight n
ih.
laller
a
vote
of
the
entrance
In
the
faeuii\,
year, by
require
requirements.
ments were increased from nine to fourteen points, lo he effective two points in
1909, two points in 1910 and one point in 1911. Since Uils time the entrance
standard of this college has been that required for admission lo the Carnegie Foun
dation. The Preparatory School was abolished in 1907. With this addition of
tion

appointed by

,

,

,

11

.

1
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and broadening of the scope of the institution il seemed advisable to change
and the charter was amended on May 4, 1909, changing the name to the
Rhode Island State

courses

In 1897 Dr. \. \.
conducted th e firsi

then Professor of Agriculture, organized and
given in an .American agricultural college.
Week was instituted, the object of this course
oils and lectures at the college to those actively

11.

p(>iili.-\

ever

Decern l.,i ;
being 1 ./ni- p. .11 .i.,il .1......
engart--.1 in ;. _..;, .i!.ii.,- in ii
,.

..:...
K.u the fir-t feu
;here were no
definite
classi organizations. T!u
^0 ung Men's
'
Christi,an .\- ^..c....:".: u
ihe old
f which
Crists we firidanaccun.
it was said 'it was not 1.
.nusical
culture ." In iS.jfi I here w.,
...JChemical Cl. ll..
I .1 i-.r li.r V
hi.-i ,eJ.
With
the e_xceplM.n nl the tun chrlsliaii associ.i
.il
ihal day
have ceased n- e.xisi. although at the preseiil time there are un the campus special
societies and clul'> representing ali of the main college courses.
The first miisic-i] organizations were started under the name of the Rhode
Island Ciiee and Banjo Club in 1899.
Since that lime musical organizations have
held a prominent place in the social life of the student body.
The Lecture .Association, which was organized on October 8, 19C0, has each
winter since that time given a series of lectures and entertainments which have
added much to the college life.
,SVj CUll

,

"

,

-

College dances previous to 1900 were given as subscription dances or class
functions. The first Militar)- Ball was held January 20. 1900; the Junior Prom
enade became a fixture in college life on May 2. |(;02.
A\'hen first instituted the
Sophomore Hop was given as a spring function, the Inst hop being held April 26,
I....
-.Il PiOj.
1907. This function was changed to the fall "t
C,n iiu-i 1 was orIn n>04. at tlie request of President Hutte
The
in
estabI.e campus in 1909, the1 Class of
upm
.-..
Kreshman rules.
1913 bein,- !
The next }e;ir debating hecaine :i part of the college activities, the first inter
collegiate debate being held April 19, 1910, with the Massachusetts Agricultural

.lie, -e.

object

of tin- -L-.Miizatinn

thestuden' :
hshed and I

at

first

ua-

1-

h-u-r

:iie.

'

-1

i.ui. lie.,l.iiianrule

ibility

ire

-

.

College

as an
opponent.
Fraternities.
As a result of discussion and

agitation which had been going on
time, the 1906 Grist contained an article
body, either local or as chap
ters of a national fraternity.
Nothing came of this suggestion until October 15,
when
Rho
Iota
was
formed.
The
first
1908,
Kappa
year this organization had for
in the student

suggesting

body

for

a

considerable

the formation of fraternities in the student
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its

headquarters the "Peckham House" on the roatl to the Jcp.-i. The ne.xi y.ar
they occupied "Watson House," removing lo their prLscnl l..<iii( in S..'nth Hall in
1910. The second fraternity to be formed was .Sigma Delia. \\ hicli urganizalion
on April 22, 191 2, became Eta Chapter of Theta Chi, marking ilu institution of he
first chapter of a national fraternity al the Rhode Island State C( liege. Nineteen
hundred and ten saw the foundation of Beta Phi, which fraternily has the hnnoi of
having built the first fraternily house at the instiuniiin. Tl.i. h'.ise ua~ luiili in
1913.

Nineteen hundred and eleven

saw

the e,^lal.!i.l...ii

...

nl

(iainina

Dilla

Sigma, which on October 19, 1914, became Eta Zeta ol l.anilul.i 1. l.i .\lpha. The
next fraternity 10 be formed was Delta Alpha Psi, established in 1912, their home
being the Perry House on College Road. In order lo establish a better feeling be
tween the diflierent fraternities, there was formed in I9I2The Polygon, composed
of representatives from each of the fraternities then established. Nineteen hundred
and thirteen saw the organization of the first sororitv upon the campus when Sigma
Tau Delta was formed bv the young ladies of Davis'Hall. In 1915 Rho Chapter of
Phi Epsilon Pi was founded.
The facult}', feeling the necessity for an improvement in scholarship, estab
lished in 1910 an honor system. By this system, students attaining a high grade
in scholarship receive honors at the end of each year of their course and also final
honors upon graduation. Paul Burgess was the first lo receive honors al gradua
tion. Shorth- after the eslahlishment of the honor system it was deemed wise to
form, if possible, at the institution, a chapter of a national honorary society, and
iu 1913 a chapter of Phi Kappa Phi was founded.
Publications. The first student publication to appear upon the campus was
\olume
One of which was issued June, 1897, by the Class of Eighteen
Grist,
Ninety-Eiight. William C. Clarke was editor of the first number. Since that time,
the Gri.st has been an annual feature of college life, and the old volumes contain
much of historic Interest In connection with the growth and development of the
institution.
The Beacon first appeared as a monthly publication, the first number being
issued May 25, 1905, A. M. Howe, editor-in-chief. After a short existence as a

accordingly
the

il was changed to a weekly.
Athletics. The first athletic contest held by students of the Rhode Island
State .Africtilltiral School was a football game on Thanksgiving Day in 1891 when
the Nh,li.- \ nil.:, Invtii.iir ,.f Mystic, Conn., was defeated in their home town.
The lullou iiiL- \ i-a. the jVililii ii- Vssociation was formed and a football game played
In the early years, the games with the
with Cnn.clicni .\gricull ural College.
exception of those played with Connecticut were high school games. The sched
ules for 1H96-97 shows the football schedule to have consisted of four games wilh
high schools in Providence, and the baseball schedule of the same year shows games

monthly publication

,

with eight high schools and the Brown Freshmen. The first athletic contest with
New Hampshire
the Massachusetts Agricultural College was baseball In 1902.
first appeared on the Rhode Island schedule in 1908 as an opponent in football.
This same year Rhode Island for the first time beat the Massachusetts Agricultural
College at baseball, it being the first victory in any line of athletics over lhat
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institution. This year was also noteworthy as being the first year in which an all
college schedule was played in the principal lines of athletics. Brown first appeared
on the Rhode Island football schedule in 1909. the score of that eame being Brown
6, Rhode Island o. Baskethall and baseball lmiucs ^^-,^rv played uiih that institu
tion the following season. Track events as a branch <.f aihli'iic^ uere iin-iituted
with a class meet held on lune v. i.yO. the prizes i.>r the <'\ cms luin- eiven hv Mr.
Janu- \". Weeden, uh-. uas then a student. This meet ua. held -n the racc'track
at Ihe WashiuL'ton fnunty
hair (ip-unds.
Tu
veai^
later the interscholastic
meet uase^iahli^hed. ihef^r.t meet beiiiLrheld
Ma> 20. i'iO^. ten nf i he high schools
of the State enieriiiL: contestants in this event. The first iniercMlleL'iaTc track con
test was a rela\
race with Connecticut on
Februar>- 12, i;io. in the Armory al
Providence. The first intercollegiate track meet was held with New Hampshire
on May 13th of the same year, since which date annual meets have been held.
In the early days of athletics the members of the team were obliged to furnish
their own uniforms, and coaching was provided for by subscriptions among the
student body. The first year that any outside assistance in coaching was given to
a team, enough money was raised to
pay a member of the Brown football team lo
visit Kingston for three afternoons and give the candidates instruction in the rudi
ments of the game.
Later the finances of athletics were placed upon a better found
ation by the establishment of an athletic tax which was assessed against all mem
bers of the student body. However, this was not a comp^lete success until the
establishment of the present blanket tax with its meihod of collection as part of the
term bills of the college.
To Prof. .\I. H. Tyler belongs much credit for the establishment and develop
ment upon a firm basis, of athletics at this institution.
For many years, with a
small student body and hardly candidates enough for a team, he succeeded in turn
m

ing out teams which were a credit tr> the institution.
Alumni.
The Alumni \s..,ciat i.ui of the Rhode Island Slate College was
organized at the banquet held by the Class of Eighteen Ninety-Four upon the day
of graduati'ui. in Providence. Since that time the association has endeavored to
build up a strong Rhode Island spirit among the graduates and former students.
As an aid in fostering this spirit there have been established five local Alumni
Clubs. The first local club was founded in New York in 1911. In 1912 clubs were
established in Detroit and Pittsburgh, followed in 1913 bythe Providence and South
County Clubs. In order to establish a closer relationship between the corporation
of the college and the Alumni Association there was formed in 1915 the Alumni
Board. At the present time there are three hundred and thirteen grad
of the institution, holding advanced degrees from fifteen other universities
colleges, living in twenty-seven States, the District of Columbia, Porto Rico,
Hawaii, the Philippines, Uruguay, Argentine, and two Canadian Provinces, and
holding responsible positions in technical and educational work.
In the twenty-seven years we have seen developed from an agricultural school
of twenty-seven pupils a State College offering four degree courses and with an
enrollment of three hundred and thirty-two students.

Advisory
uates

and
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did we feel your presence
The years that you were here,

Long

And in the heart of everyone
\our memory is dear.

You

helped

journey
pain.
plain advice
dispelled the rain.

us on our

And soothed
Your

quiet

Like

sun

Your friends

But

You

when in

are

scattered far and wide

In all parts of the
never can we half

Your eager,

were

But
And

us

words of

with

now

land,

forget
helping hand.

us

for many years,
gone above.

you're

think of you
Our thoughts are filled with love.
ever as we

William E. Gillis
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Sljn 3nta SCappa
%ontirurit iBrmlirr
Dr. Howard Edwards

Robert .Allen Ebbs

Donald

George Andrew Fearn

James

John

Kendal

Francis Pyn'e

Clinton Dexter Hawkins

Harry Ab

Donald Elsworth Carlton

Daniel

Harold Adino Gardner

Franklin Hoxie Springer

George Edwin Luther

David Lamson Wood

James

Lachl-xn Daneker

Joseph Lynch, Jr.

Rowland Sever Dodge

Harold Quentin Moore
Carl David Roun

John

Edward

Charles Francis O'Brien
Thurston Waldemar Peterson

Knott, Jr.

Maurice Vincent Murphy

Georgi

Shepard

Wallace Charles Craig

Charles Harold Goddard

Harold Matthew Fenwick

John

James Laurence Malloy
Douglass Wiley

Resident Member

William

Joseph

Whalen
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Arttur fflljatitrra
Norwich Un

Alpha

Massachusetts Institute of

Beta

Technology
University of Maine
Polytechnic Institute
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
New Hampshire State College
Rhode Island State College
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Colgate University
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Andrew Wisbey
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Carl Edwin Fritz
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Preston Wayland Towne
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Arthur Raymond Holly
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Perry Norton B. Hopkins

Ralph Martin Weeks
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John Edward Wheeler

Henry Louis Barber

Russell Cheney Hawes
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Universitv of California
Washincloi, Slate College
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Rhode Island Slate College
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Louisiana Stal.' Unii,.-itv
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Purdue Universitv
Knox College
University of Georgia
Union University
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Colgate College
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Henry Arthur Bartels

Ralph Williams (Iibb
William Ellis Cjillis

Nelson Everett Blake

John Jerome Condon
James Joseph Devine
Charles Wileiam FIacgartv
Charles Elwyn Lermond

James

Roy Porter Call
Charles Davis Dalisell
C.eorge Henry Fairbanks
Patrick Charles Henry, Jr.

.Albert Rosaire Mayer
Walsh

Edward Henry Gamble
Rudolph Horton Kohlberg
Harold Charles Pearson

Frank Gilbert Hammond
Leo Clement Monahan
Fred Gavin Reid

Douglas Beveridge Seabury

William Theodore Tweedel
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Russell Perry Gray
Harold Smith Horton

John Foster Holmes
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James Patrick McCabe
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Leonard Edward Smith
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Samuel H. Cohen
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Sidney Turkel
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Esther Lee Kinney
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Secretary
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Quentin Moore
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Melvin Hazard Brightman
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President

Raymond D. Taylor, '17
Leslie L. Dunham, '18.

I'ice- President

.

Daniel

J. Lynch, Jr.,
Rowland S.

'i!^

Secretary

Dod(;e,

"iS

Kmmett

Charles F.

Driscoll,

Atljlptir

and Treasurer

O'Brien, '19

'20

(Eommtltpp
Ch.arles F. O'Brien

Rowland S. Dod(;e

hartal Hanm (Uammittfr
Daniel

Leslie L. Dumia.m

J. Lynch, Jr.

Charles F. O'Brien

JFrrstftnan Bulrs (Hammittrr
RowljVnd S. Dodge

Leslie L. Dunham

Kmmett Driscoll
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(^{n (Club
fflanagrr

Sirabrr

Herbert A. Wl sbey

Nelson E. Blake

lirrrtor

AsBtBtanl Etabrr
Dr.

Leslie H. Keegan

E. Wheeler
Thom \-. .Mm.im
Nels. X r.l xM
Geok.
Fred W .\LKER

Jules Jord on

Xylophone

John

Tenor
Bass
Clarinet
Cornet

'.
aUaiirr

John

C.

Janson

AcciimpaniKt
Rowland Phil

(^uartftt*
Maliff, First Tenor
Gibbs, Second Tenor

Wisbey, First Bass
Blake, Second Bass

Ull|p (Enllpgp (irrb^Btra
Craiirr

Aanagrr

Patrick C. Henry

Theose E. Tillinghast

PtaiiD
Patrick C. Hi

nry

19<altna
NuMAN A. Martell

Almert R. Mayer

(SarnrtB

John

Frederick Walker

F. Holmes

(Clariiuta
George Shepard

George F. Mallow

ffifUo
L EANDER B. Spencer,

Jr.

IGrrtiirp Assnriatinn
Prraibrat

Birr-JPrraififnl
Henry

Raymond D. Taylor

Srrrrtari)

anb Crraaiirrr

Prof. Lester W

.

Hillagr

Boardman

Jlrmjram.

19ie-19ir

Filipino Singers

Dec.

Alton Packard: Cartoonist.

12

Jan.

8

Feb.

13

Mar. 15

April

18

Edith

Players:

Musical.

Winn, Alice Leavilt, and Alvah Salmon

Dr. William R. Brooks, Astronomer.
Weatherwax Quartette: Versatile Musicians.
Seumas McManus:

fflrmbrr

H. C. Wells

Nov. 15

and

Harton, Jr.

Story

Teller.
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Asaoriatr

J.

Russell

Drjiartmrut

Walsh, '18
Wilder, '18
Mayer, 'iS

Hannah A. Stili.man, '18

H. Kennith

Arthur

Albert R.

Ralph E.

?truiB

Urtiartuiriit

Pearson, 'i 9
Wayland Burgess, "19
Israel Caplan, '19

W

Harold

Harold Gibson, "20

Susinraa

Aaaiataiit

iflanagtr

Dawson, 'i K

Alexander Kenyon,
TatTERSALL, '20

.

(iLADYS

jHanagrr

Francis T. Pynf,

William

Clark, '19
Brierly, '19
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ffiirriilatiim

J.

A.

^ubarriptiim iSanagrr
Arhiur li. Hunt,

'19

fflanagrr
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Haraitg Stbating pam
The first annual debate between New Hampshire College and Rhode Island
Rhode Island defended the negative side of
held at Kingston, May 9, 1916.
question: Resolved, that the United States should adopt the S-iss military
system, need for preparedness granted.
This year the New Hampshire team canceled the debate which was to be
held at Durham. A debate was then arranged with Springfield Y.iM.C.A. College,

vi'as

the

but

was

cancelled because of the National situation.

The
land M.

leam

which

was

Burgess, Capt.,

successful

Charles D.

against New Hamsphire, consisted of WayDalzell, David H. Livingstone, J. Russell Walsh,

alternate.
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Sphating ^nrirtg
Wayland M. Burgess

President

Charles D. Dalzell

.

Carl E. Fritz
Russell Walsh

I'ice-President

Secretary
Treasurer

J.

The Debating Society was organized at Rhode Island for the purpose of arous
ing interest in inter-collegiate debates. The society is composed of members of
the student body and regulates all matters pertaining to varsity and inter-class

debates.
To further the purpose for which it

was

designed, the society offers

a

gold

medal each year to the members composing the debating team.
Under its auspices an inter-class debate is held each year betw^een the Sopho
The cup for which the class teams contested was won
more and Freshman classes.
last year by the 191S team,
Walsh, and M. Ernest Kelly.

Negotiations are now
orary debating fraternity,

composed

of Charles D.

Dalzell, captain, J. Russell

under way to have a chapter of Tau
established at Rhode Island.
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Kappa Alpha,

hon

Ilur-JJrrBihriit

Ilrraifiriil
Harold Kenneth Wilder

Ja.mes

i^rraaurrr

^rcrrtari]
AsHBEL R. Welles

This
social

Hugh Williams

CiEORGF

KimB;

organization tends to uphold the religious life of the college and is also a
During the past year, the organization has given the Freshmen a
in the early fall. With the aid of the Y. W. C. L'., it has become engaged
service work and in Boy Scout work. This organization has furnished

center.

reception
in social
numerous

Scout Masters for various troops in the State.
regul.Tr meetinfs. the college has had the pleasure of

Besides its

H. I-'.d\\;.r.N, who
cd bl

i\.i--

The work of Ihe
and Its

good

l.t-o- i...

.1

ihree-day campaign.

His stay

hearing Richard

was

much appre-

sl,|j<-

orgaiiizaliun ha

Increased

is felt b\- all the students
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ely during

the last

Ruth W. Chandler.

.

Hannah A. Stillman
Florence
Ruth

G.

L.

Shippei

Murray

President

.

'-President
Treasurer

.

.

Secretary

The Young Women's Christian Union in the year 1916-1917 has been very
successful. There have been regular Tuesday evening meetings in charge of the
girls with different members of the faculty as speakers. The annual reception to
the Freshmen with the Y. M. C. A. was given in September.
A Christmas box was sent to the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children
in Providence.
The

Red Cross Christmas stamps were sold.
is actively engaged in Red Cross work, the

organization

ioined the Red Cross Societv.

girls having

StpnJip Jfilanii gtatp (Enllrgp gnrirtg
Arnold W.
George

J.

nf

iMprl]aniral SngutperB
Chairman

Ames
Mallow

Secretary
Treasurer

James J. Devine

The Rhode Island State

February
and

arts

College Society of Mechanical Engineers was founded
society is to promote interest in the sciences

17, 1915. The object of the
connected with Mechanical

Engineering,

for the

presentation

and dis

cussion of technical papers by the students. Meetings are held bi-monthly. Be
sides the vast instruction obtaint'tl from attending the meetings, credit may be ob
tained

by the Juniors and Seniors in Seminar, provided a copy of the report be left
society and another copy with the professor in charge of the above men

with the

tioned

course.
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ELECTFLICAL
ENGINELR^S

Sluiir 3alauJi Statr (Cnllrgr Sraurh
Aubrey II. Thayk

President

Harry Cohen.
Carl A.

Burdick

.r ice-President
.

....

Lester E. Wells.
In nineteen thirteen the

society

the American Institute of Klectrical
held

and papers

phases

of the

papers

are

are

subject.
presented

held,

The
on

\

soc

the

of Electrical

Engineers became affiliated with
Engineers. Since then meetings have been
subjects pertaining to electrical engineering
presentation of papers, interestingdiscussions

technical

monthly,
presented. Following
on

have been

among the members

Secretary
Treasurer

a

the

hich enable them

to

grasp

some

of the

most

difficult

iety observes Edison Day annually in October, when
rhievcments of Edison in the electrical world.

society often discusses problei ns interesting to the engineering profession
eral, and at such times all engi leers are invited to attend the meetings.
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The

in gen-

CIVIL
LhGlliLERS

Kenneth M. Slocum
Henry

John

President
rice-President

Barton, Jr

W. Cruickshank

Abraham Lahn

.

Secretary
Treasurer

The Civil Engineers' Club was founded in the fall of nineteen fifteen. The
object of this body is to keep the members informed on the progress of the Civil
Engineering World. Monthly meetings were held during the last two years and
The club is still young
papers were presented by club members and professors.
and growing and it shows promise of fulfilling a need of the Civil Engineering
student.

CnElMICAL
SOCILTY
H. Kenneth Wilder.

Nelson E. Blake

President
Vice-President

Ramon A. Pla

Secretary

Professor Francis H. Smith

Treasurer

The Chemical Society was organized in the fall of 1915 by a number of ambi
tious students who appreciated the value of an organization of this sort in the col
lege. Meetings every two weeks have been well attended during the year and in
teresting papers brought before the members. Besides the papers presented by the
students, we have had instructive talks from members of the Faculty and alumni.
The general discussions on applied and theoretical chemistry have proved of great
value to all those attending the meetings.
The society has a well established EmploymentService in co-operation with the
Faculty, to assist students and alumni in the finding of satisfactory positions. The
organization promises to become a strong factor in college affairs.
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Prof. Cooley

Hunt

Henrv A. Bartels.

Paul

D.

President

.

Keegan.

Leslie A.

...

...

Treasurer

Ashbel R. Welles

The

Agricultural

nineteen hundred and

of the

same

is

to

boost

by

a

few of the

Since then its

Agricullure

College was founded in
enterprising Aggies. In the fall
New England Federation of Agri
been rapid. The object of the club

Club of the Rhode Island Slate
seven

more

year il became affiliated with the

cultural Students.

I'ice-President

Secretary

Barnard

and

The club has been

contests

in New

England
Springfield,
highest

growth

has

a broader outlook upon their pro
represented in the past year at the two largest judging
and has upheld its enviable record. .At the National

fession.

to

give

the studenis

one of its members w-on the Ayrshire Breeders' Sweep
Individual score. Weekly meetings have been held al
faculty members and eminent agriculturalists have spoken. The range of
subjects covered has been wide and has enabled those in the different branches of
study to better understand their particular work.

Dairy

Show

at

stake Prize for the
which
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ALUMNI CLUBS
CiJffitrra
Randolph H. Carpenter, 'io
W. H. Webb, '14
Howland Burdick, '95

President
I'ice-President

Secretary-Treasurer

Sxrcuttnr (inmmittrr
Miss Edith C. Keeeer, '03
J.\mes H. Young,
Albert Clayton Hunter, '15

'13

Npui 1nrk (Elub
G. E. Peaslee
Harry Knowles,

President

'99

Secretary-Treasurer

f ttttin^ S. J. (Collrgr an ttip "($rrat Btfitr Bay"
With more loyalty than coin of the realm in their jeans, several Rhode Island
graduates, who had wandered to New York in search of an opportunity to earn a
livelihood, met on a narrow street called Broadway one day in the fall of nineteen
eleven. Naturally they hcL'an lalkiiiL' about Kingston and the "good old times"
\\ Ik-ii ilu y parted, all were homesick.
at the college on the hill.
"This has been such a pleasant liour, I propose that we repeat the performance
in Times Square next Saturday night," suggested Randolph H. Carpenter, '10,"
words to that effect.
"It's a go," replied Cal Coggins, '07, thinking of a time when he Hved on the
shores of Thirty-acre.
Next week they brought news of other graduates old alumni who were in
terested in Rhode Island College doings. In due time the attendance became so
large that the available space in front of the "Herald's" national league baseball
score board was not adapted to a meeting of men and women who felt the neces
sity of manifesting college loyalty in a manner that is suitable to the classic shade
or
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meetings

City

but

not to

busy

Manhattan.

Thus, arrangements

to

hold

regular

became necessary.

founded the New York Club, the first alumni organization outside
of Kingston, has taken an active interest in affairs at the college. Not only has the
Manhattan organization been interested in the students' activities but it has con
tributed to a number of them, including a sum of monej' for a case in which to keep
flags, various funds, etc., while the last contribution was a prize for college songs.
And frequently the college authorities have sought the opinions of New York grad
uates regarding affairs at Kingston.
The membership of the New York Club of Rhode Island State College has
doubled, now being thirty-two. Everyone has been connected with the college
and nearly all are graduates. The majority reside in or are in business in New
York City. A few of the members live in nearby suburbs.
All of the meetings of the New York Club have been pleasant but the annual
dinners have even surpassed the regular sessions in offering an opportunity for old
college mates to meet. These have been attended by a number of the faculty.
President Edwards has always come and Mr. Rodman did so until his death. A
total of six annual banquets have been held.
The New York Club has a w-arm welcome for anyone associated with Rhode
Island College who comes to New York City. It is particularly desirous of keep
ing in touch with both students and faculty.

Since it

was

Prnuiiiptirp (Club
H. Young, '13
George H. Baldwin,

President

James

Secretary-Treasurer

'15

The Providence Club, since its inception in nineteen thirteen, has been ac
tively interested in the various legislative programmes at the State House and has
had committees to keep in touch with affairs in that connection. The Club has
formally endorsed various propagandi which would benefit the college directly or
indirectly, such as the act now before Con^Mc^s relative to the establishment of

engineering experiment stations at the land-grant colleges.
Attempts have always been made by the members to increase the college pub
licity. Through the efforts of the Providence organization the present arrangement
of advertising the college was instituted.
The Providence Club is represented on the Alumni Advisorv Board bv C. T.
Arnold, '94, and Miss R. B. Cargill, '09. A. H. Hunter, '15, and'j. H. Young, '13,
are members of the executive committee of the Alumni Association.
An annual dinner is held to which men prominent in State affairs are invited.
The situation of the club in the State Capital City makes it one of the most in
fluential of the alumni organizations.

^nirtb (Ettuiitii Qllub
Professor George E. .\i).\ms

Chairman-Secretary

The South County Club is an organization made up of graduates living in
close proximity to the college. Informal meetings are held and general subjects
bearing on the welfare of the institution are discussed. The club does local work
of the greatest importance at commencement time in the way of assisting in the
entertainment of the alumni who return at that time to their Alma Mater.
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llattkrt ax (UnntmittPP
James

Francis Pvne

Baseball

Manager

Raymond T. Taylor
Football

J.

Russell Walsh
Track

Theose E. Tillinghast
Basketball

J.

Francis Pyne

Beacon

.\Igr.

Raymond D. Taylor
President of Student Council

Paul D. Barnard

Manager

of Tennis

Herbert A. Wisbey
Glee Club

Raymond D. Taylor

President of Lecture Association

Jarultg ilrmbrra
John Barlow. Secretary and

Marshall H. Tyler, Chairman

Samuel H. Webster
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Treasurer

(IIl)p lattalinn

^o cfe^sCancTftate ^oCCege^

lattalinn
(Cammaniiant
Captain VV. K. Dove, C. S. A., Retired

J.

J.

D. Kendall

A. Clark

D. A. Redford

A. H. Thayer

A. R. Welles

.'\. E. LeBoeuf

J.

R. D. Taylor

L. L. Dunham

IL Williamson

S. E. Lawrence

H. A. Wisbey

F. E. Greenhalgh

G. A. Fearn

J.

A. Murphy

A. S. Lahn
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^rljnlaatir Hfnnnra
1915-1916

Jinal

i^onora

far (taurar
Solomon Fine
Emilie May Curr^vn

Charles Edward Seifert
Homer Ransom Rowell

Fraser

Dea

i^anora

far thr

flrnr

Thomas Francis Victory

Charles Edward Seifert

Ralph Earle Glasheen

Solomon F'ine

Charles Irving Milnes
Dorothy Isabelle Burr

Etta Elimbeth Meears

Phineas Munsell Randall

Gordon Anderson
Henry Harrington Broadfoot

s-RY

John

lUEL

Arthur Bartels
Lyman Rodman

itMfi\ismoxts
Harold Kenneth Wilder
Hannah Amelia Stillman

Charles Everett M\son

Lester Earl Wells

Dorothy Isabelle Haskell

Joseph

Nelson Everett Blake
Charles ElvhiN Lermond

Wansker

ifrrahn
Thurston Walde\lir Peterson

.Marie Miller
Wayland McColley Burgess
Leander Burnside Spencer

Daniel Olney Cargill
David Mood Livingston

PriscilLj\ DaCosta Smith

JUNI OITPF[DM*
Cippitt i^all
April

2S. igie

(Sommittrr af ArrangrmriitB
Fra:VK K. Greenhalgh, Chairm,an

Spramtion

Elrrtriral Effrrts

Leslie A. Keeca X

Aubrey 11. Thaver

Slonr

Srtrptinn
David A.

George A.

Redfoi

JiHiitatiiiiis anft

Fearn

yroijramB
Donald

Miss Hope Browne

J.

Kendall

Patronrssra
Mrs. Marshall Henry Tyler
Mrs. Howard Edwards
Mrs. Royal Linfield Wales
Mrs. Samuel H. Webster
Miss Mabel Campbell
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^^odeysGuxcfjiate (^oUe^e^
SCtngatnn Prizp Eaaay (Enntpat
Ci;];tUt iJlall
.lluiir li. 1916. a

p. M.

Program
Music

Essay

The

Opportunity

for the Civil

Engineer

in

Ralph F'.arle Glasheen

South America

Essay

Animal
to

Experimentation

and Its Benefits

Henry Edmund Medbery

Mankind

EssayThe Nitrogen

Problem and How It Can
Carl David Roun

Be Solved

Scientific Business, Dis
tribution and Sales

Essay

Motion Pictures

Essay

How Do You Choose Your Food?

James

Russell Walsh

Etta Elizabeth Meears

Music

iniligrB
Rev. Samuel C. Bartlett

Hon. Sumner Mowry
Miss Anna Peckham
First

Ralph I^arle Glasheen

Prize

Second Prize
Third Prize

.

Henry Edmund Medbery
Carl David Roun

Nnopjnbpr 24, 191 B

Ctppitl ^all
fflammUlrt of

ArrangrmrntB

George S. Shepard, Chairma

Srrr|ituin

Jnnitatians anb {Irngrams

Carl E. Fritz

Malcolm F. Roonev

SrraratinnB

firfrralimrata

Rudolph II. Kohlberg

W. Stanton Cook

iBuair

Jloor

.\rthur L. Clark

Samuel G. Cowell

PatranrsBra
Mrs. Leonard P. Dickinson

Mrs. Howard Edwards
Mrs. Philip B. Hadley

Mrs. Royal L. Wales
Miss Mabel Campbell

Mrs. Marshall H. Tyler
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ilattuarg 19.

ili;itittt l^all

19ir

-txrrntinr fflaramitlr

Major Cl-vrk, f.Viairm,
Capt. Welles
Capt. Th.vyer

Capt. Kendall
Capt. Redford

Jnnitationa anb Prngrama
l.iEiT.

Lieut. F. F;. Greenhalgh

Srrriitinn
J. H. Williamson

Srroratians

Srfrraltmrnte

Sergt. L. a. Keegan

Capt. A. R. Welles

Elrrtrital Effrrts

Jlinanrial
Capt. P.

J.

C..\PT. A. H. Thayer

Kendall

Maa'w
Capt. D. A. Redford

Patrnnrssrs
Mrs. Wilbur E. Dove
.Mrs. Samuel H. Webster

Mrs. Howard Edwards
Mrs. Burt L. Hartwell
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^25?
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dnmiururpmrut lall
Cttipitt l^all
Smir IG. 1916

ffiummttttrr uf

Arrangrmrnta

Frank E. Greenhalgh, Chairman

Aibs
Abraham Lahn

George A. Fearn

Leslie A. Keegan

Aubrey H. Thayer

ilatrunrsara
Mrs. Howard Edwards

Mrs. Marshall Henry Tyler

Miss Mabel Campbell
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hat Ninplppii-Ninrtppn laiik-Wrt
Freshmen thought they amply were protected,
When they cast their hats into the flame;
neck Sophs could surely be ejected,
If they tried their usual kind of game.

Rough

Contracts also made the

Just

Sophs keep quiet,
Hazing meant that students must withdraw.
a thought of
fighting or of riot
Meant a quick reaction due to law.

yearlings gathered round the festive
Board, with things quite daint}' and of taste.
Punch and dcmi's made the food digestive;
All was calm^there was no need of haste.

So the

After-dinner

speeches were in order;
Eloquence was rampant and supreme.
Every loving son and loyal daughter
Spoke of Alma Mater with esteem.

Very few of

water had partaken,
Punch had helped to quench the growing thirst.
Should that purest drink be quite forsaken.^
There are those who always place it first.

But let us not reveal the horrid details.
You may need some rest or calm repose.
Suits of men and gowns of pretty females
Someone tried to wash the diners* clothes.
Flow of w;iUT quite replaced ihc spccclirs;
TiiriT cM.lU-tl a tlond like llliil ol nki.
Heroes' sh.uits phi. co-cd\ thrilliiiL' screeches
An unexpected story quickly lold.

If you would have water when you're dining.
Do you want it served to you in style.^
When you're at your ease and half reclining,
Do you wish to linger round awhile?
If you would, 'tis best to have good service;
Choose the way in which the liquid flows.
If you would refrain from being nervous,
Don't have water served you a la hose.
i6o

A^ cfe^s Can cT/ia te QoCCe^e^
3nta Nu Ipta
The long dead Roquefort Chapter of this noble fraternity has taken a new
lease of life this year and has been firmly re-established. To the new-comers, per
haps a little explanation is necessary. Our FRAT is absolutely, honest-to-goodness, a non-secret fraternity.
Repeat the sacred symbols, slow at first faster
now the secret's out.
Regular meetings are held every second week in the sanctum sanctorum now
located at Shvpeiice Mali. Over ihe portals of this "imlv of holies" is writ in let
'.Ml hope aharuion, ye wlio enier here."
These words
ters of gold the intatu:
represent the whuK- wcirkitiL's of the (U'tranization. The rushing lias been going on
As has
with' avidity, and already several have been put through the degrees.
already been mentioned, this fraternity is rigorously non-secret, for this reason the
following proceedings are published, but keep it quiet:
The first victim after going through the necessary requirements was brought
before the high tribunal to show cause, if any, why he should not be put through.
Squeak: Why is this miscreant polluting our sacred mist {missed again) or
rather midst?
Chuck Lynchum: He's got a rather coarse name on the campus.
Squeak: Your name!
The \L\lefactor; Emer>-, sur.
Squeak: Rather cutting.
T. M.:Yes sur, thank you, sur.
Squeak: You understand^ all who are admitted must be subject to our
convictions?
T. M.: Understood.
Squeak: You are charged with battering a thoroughfare into the mess hall
situated on the lower stage of Yeast. Guilty or not guilty?
T. M.:No sir.
Squeak: I repeat. Guiltv or not guilty?
T. M.:Yes sir.

Squeak:

^Explanation.

T. M.:I was pushed sur made the batter of a battering ram.
Squeak :^Convicted on his own testimony, five hours. Next.
As the next victim sauntered to the bench, a peal of laughter broke forth.
usual formalities were pursued.
Squeak: Do you realize the seriousness of your offense?
Pill:I do!
S.: Guilty or not.
P.:Not.
S.: Evidence.
P.: (produces note) Guess that fixes me O. K.
Audience:
(sotto voce) 'Nuther guess.
Polem: I move^
Discull: My move.

i6i

The

?

^ijToftfe xxv^^^Cafi

Absent Member: Move case be dropped.
Squeak: Seconded. Any discussion.
Billem KiLLUS: No different than preceding case.
P. :^But most worthy decisioner, I a-Pihl.
S.:Motion is lost. What shall w^e do to this infidel?
Voices:- Knitting.
'in oninns) Trois heurse with Burdock.
CoNCL.wr :
\ Ml -.,iiJ it.
Gallf.kv:
Squeak: M,.\r:
<

Bloomer:

Squeak:

(recklessly) Right here!
Most worthy executioner^

the

charge!

Shovin' his face in the mess-hall prematurely.
You heard the charge. Guilty or not?
Bloomer: (after some meditation) What da ya know?
The Tribunal: Vot a freshness.
Lynchum:

Squeak:

Squeak: Come on, your plea.
Bloomer:Temporary insanity.
The TRiBirNAL:
(hoarsely) Back to the mines for a week.
Thi Iko^m:
(leaving the stand) It's a bloomin' shame.
Gru) NKXT!
^ <)u are charged with a sin of omission^
failure to tip your dinky
worthy seen-yah. Your plea.
He didn't recognize me.
Squeak: Guess you're mistaken or you wouldn't be heah. The tribunal
grants you permission to keep your head warmer another month.
Squeak: Have all the applicants received their degrees?
Sol

i:\k:

to a most

Gruy:

The Tribunal:^There yet awaits one more reward to be made. He who
seeks our mercy is Abraham by name Thomas Abraham
the charge wilful
I of the Co-ed Rule.
dis
Abraham, what nefarious defence do you offer as a
protectic I of your character, which is threatened even as severely as a second on
"

Sunday;
Abraham

sings

in

rotto

voce,

accompanied by Deek

Stunn

on

the Short Ho

All rules I'd break, all chances take
For any co-ed's daring sake.
They're dearer than my home to mi
I haven't any home, you see.
Hughie: But let us tay action on this accused, mayhap he is a victim of
circumstance. Who know but that he is the innocent victim of an intriguing
damsel?

Squeak:
reached

a

(to tribuna

returning

from

decision?

secret

session) Have the gentlemen

Lynchum :
(solemnly We have sur. We have found it our painful dutv to
walk across" with the co-miscrcant, three times a
sentence the miscreant to
day
for a week.
'
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Hughie: Seems to
should most certainly be
you know^

me that the punishment
enough for any man. I
Just place yourself in his situation.

is entirely too excessive. Once
know it would be for me, don't

hile
Squeak: Further remarks? If not, so be it. All march out slowly n
the third verse of "The Young Boy's Nose May Have No Legs, But You
Can't Beat It Running."

singing

The co-eds

are delightful.
They're Rhody's one salvation;

I gaze into their smiling ears;
Alert for adulation.
Their noses twinkle merrilv
Just like some real aigrettes.
Their cheek is quite their fortune;
Yea, Murad cigarettes.
We sing our praise sincerely,
To co-eds most divine.
Our love's spasmodic merely;
So let's go down the line.

Pai^mn^/a/

If^c^j
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(Tnn (IJnnJi tn Bvrrp
Prof. Boardman:
"Andy":

"This

"Not here!

one

o'clock

We don't

nifat

eat

sm

is the

period

worst

in the

day for

a

enough."

ijr Want?

Ash in Physics Lab. wants a pair of micrometer-calipers.
Ash:
"I want a pair of calorimeters."
Coggins: "What's that?"
"Noank":
"No, he wants a pair of microscopes."

3ln Uir i&amp C>t;anitrl
Perkins tells Miss Marshall she is in the same boat that he's in.
SHE:^"You're not coming back, either?"
He (blushing) :Er-er, you know what I mean.
Walsh in Class Meeting discussing the need of funds for carrying
"We can't write letters, etc., to advertisers on blank paper."

on

the

Coggins: "Now take a square vessel whether it be round or any other
Miss Merrow: Are you an Applied Scientist or an Aggie.'*"
Frosh:^ "Yes sir."
Prof. Boardman; "Take the case of two plumbers,
and the other is doing the work."
Fleck: "Neither of them is doing the work."

one

of them is

Grist,

shape."
bossing

Ruth C: "Love is 'Sweet' isn't it 'Sal'?"
Sal:"I should say it was Pain(e)ful."
Prof. Boardman: "Any other good criticism of this
Spargo: "Well, I think it is rather short."
Tin: B.\N!)

(playing):

It's the way

we

play

essay?"

that wins the game,

brings

us

"Do you play in the band?"
Am)[.k,-io\ :
"Deac":
"No, but I belong to the band."
Thayer:^ "What is the height of dexterity?"
"Noank": "Sewing on buttons with boxing-gloves."

S^rtofi
.Mariani's

girl

threw him up for

a

%F)iort

blonde.

Prof. Boardman: ^"Translate, 'On peut etre fort instruil sans avoir d'edu"
cation.'
"One does not need to be educated to be able to teach."
Malloy:
tice

"Turkeyneck" in Interpretative Reading:
your lips." What d'ya mean. Prof?

using

164

"You fellows need

more

prac

T^^o^e^sCancT/tate ^oCCecfe^
Haggarty; (commenting

fire) "That's

on the
protective measures after the Chickenville
the way it goes, 'locking the door after the horse is stolen'."
(in all seriousness) "I didn't know any horse had been stolen."

Fairbanks:

At tljr %acir!l in

jIIccljanirB

Prof. Wales; "Well, tell us where you got that."
Riley:
"Substituting in the formula was the best way, so I did it that way."
Prof.: High-school students could do that, but they wouldn't know what

they

were

doing.''

Mechanics Class:-- "1 la! Ha! Ha!"
Prof.: "I didn't mean anything."
Barton: "Will I call this 's'r"
Lanza: "Call it anything you want
"Pridey":
Mitchell:

"Are you a freshman
"No, I am a junior."

(Han

as

or a

long

as

you're polite."

short-course student?"

^ou &cagniP SiliiB ?

Prof.:
"Where did vou get that formula.'"
Stude: "Out of ihe'bouk."
Prof.:- "Well, irei it in >uiir licad now."
Tilly:- I stand in pretty good with Monk.
Fleck:
So do I
I listen to him.

I told him he

was a

good pitcher.

First Stude:
(after vacation) Was up to my girl's house for supper. Train
it was just 6.07. I took up my suitcase and
left at 6.19. I looked at my watch
flew.
Second Ditto: She must have thought you were a little angel.

Walsh (historically
died the next day.

speaking):

Burr killed Hamilton
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on

July

nth and he

r/\](z:^j mm l\^l

^^RSo^e^sCaiKfjTate QoCCecfe^
Bo il Soak ikp
Pa:

We

were on

that

job for

the

boys

a

week,

a

Brinking fflan ?
but we finally staggered through.

Jriliaij 3Cigtit
Ma:

Come

girls,

are

here.

3n Ihf tthf m ali
Miss Y
:
Have you seen my Malcolm:
Dutch:
Not latelv, have vou lost hiin.=
-Miss 'V'- : No, biit never'mind, here comes Mr.

fflUitory

Hope,

he

willdojust

as

well.

insxat

"Cap" Dove: Answer these questions according
Torg: Can we use the book!'

to

Moss' Manual.

East Hall: Have vou got a match?
Davis Hall: Cargill and Miss Hoffman.
Weeks:

I ith

not a

thithie,

I ith not, ith I?

Ha-whoa, Elthie.

Doc Jordan: Plank steak, potatoes
Sammy:
Sorry Doc, hash tonight.

EtljuPB

frnra

fflililarg Jlnsiirrtian

Inspecting Officer: What is the make of this gun?
First Rookie:
It is a U. S. machine gun.
Skl.iM) Rook: It is a U. S. magazine rifle.
I. (>,:
WIktc is it made?
It is made bv the U. S. Magazine Company.
I. O.: Did you ever look down the barrel of this gun?
The Rook: \'essuh.
I. O.:- What arc those lines called?
The Rook: Dunnn. didn't read between the lines.
Miss Rieckel:- ( ^huu ing a picture of herself to Miss Brown).
Miss Brown: Oh, isn't that lovely? Did you take it?

&tuiirnt (Cnuncil
Elsie Wood but

Remington

couldn't.

Miss Murray (at supper): You're late again, I see, Clara.
Clara (out of breath): Well you see my hair, and Ralph
Davis Hall:

We've got

Jt

collegians,

lia)i;)rnrtl

too
an

high-waters

and red

stockings.

thr (Train

(Basketball team en route for Xew Haven) Tillinghast finds Coach Baldwin's
night apparel in the front of the car, and obligingly carried them down the length
car to Jim.
The confusion in the car nearl>- exceeded the Coach's.
Mr. Wheeler:
(in Military Science) What burns first when you light a

of the
fire?

Torgan:

(in stage whisper) The match.
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firanrrrrting

thr Hmmnrtala

is "Noank" called Kid Candle?
"Bearcat" Randall: Because one blow puts him

Why

Giv*n;
Take:

"Is it

"Well, it's

out.

still?"

raining
not

making

very much noise."

Fleck (in Modern Essays): "I pass."
Prof: "Under the circumstances I don't think you do, Mr. Fleck."
Prof. Wales:
Whitehead:

"Pds

"Yes,

equals

Sometimes!"

work,

Cruickshank, this is the

right period."

O'Brien (a week before Christmas): "Well, Cameron, if you
week you won't grub here, will you?"
Cameron: "I won't if I'm dead, either."
Prof. Churchill: "Where is the accent in the word,
Mariani: "On the second syllable."

are

alive

laugh?"

Dutch: "You're hitting physics pretty good, ain't cher?"
Rooney: "What makes you think so?"
Dutch: "Haven't you made a deep study of Young's Modulus?"
got away with that one.
Prof. Wales' definition of Thermo"Work like Helen B.
and Burdick playing cards.
Burdick: "By gol, 'Lev' that's a h

next

And he

Happy."

Briggs

1 of

a

play

to

First Stude: Looks like spring again.
Second Ditto: Yeh, lookitall the snow that has

Jo Wansker:
right, Laz?"

make."

disappeared today.

"I don't believe in Freshman rules and I

JD^a

never

will.

Ain't I

ArijiiniFnt

Woods (after trying all the arts of persuasion to have
after vacation) "W^ell, I can't come back, I've got to see my
Topsy: "Veil, I hope she teaches you someding."

i68

Topsy
girl."

postpone

test

Elfe

Snarft nf Ebitnra nf tlic 1918 (Sriat miali

tn take tbia

gratitwftr

n^jpnrtunitg nf rjijjrrsaiug tl^rir

tn all tbnar

tributrb Inmarii tljp

iwhn, in anjt inaji,

aurrraa
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nf thia nnlumr.

(gl|g QlaUn^ar
iSlarrh. laifi
I.
2.

3.

gives interesting talk in chapel.
Aggies of the extensive Use
Glee Club Concert in Newport.

4.

5.

Prof. Adams tells the

of fertilizer.

R. I. loses final basketball game. At least, let us hope it is final.
How do we know it's Sunday? Oh, the walking was good and in thecven-

C. K.-ing.
Couple of Freshies appear before the Student Council, They'll learn.
Drill is suspended while the battalion takes part in a snowball fight.
7.
Even "Putty" didn't escape.
S.
Juniors elect Walsh, Editor, and W^ilder, Manager of the 1918 Grist.
Conflagration in Home Ec. Co-ed tries bread making.
9.
10.
Davis Hall is honored by the few who didn't go down the line.
II.
Sigma Tau Delta initiates.

ing

it

Prof. Boardman

was

6.

12.

We

13.

Look

14.

went to

church

or

didn't get up for breakfast.

the dale.

Whadayano?
Ma goes and cuts Esthetic Dancing IV.
-A. foot of snow reminds ur that spring
at

15.
of the Beacon.

MY
is

coming.

19.
20.

Turkey:

17.
18.

Cohen;

"You

how

your calc

use

can

"You'd better

use

land

your

Lanza tells

22.

Cadman Concert

Company

23.

V^arsity Debating

Team chosen.

24.

Glee Club

25.
26,

You said it SPRING FE\ER.

27.

Frosh co-eds

some

New

at

military

to

Peacedale.

a

your

TheyUl

common

never

learn.

sense."

sense."

in

Vacation for Mechanics Class.

They'll be good for a rainy day.
Party." It's beyond us, but they

hats arrive.

give

a

or

common

job. It listens well.
Lippitt.

21.

us

Gillis elected Editor

the Frosh in debate.

tradition

by defeating
Sophs uphold
It's going to be a great night for the Irish.
Fritzy falls in the village.
A couple of more Freshies fall for the co-eds.

16.

"Book

sure

had

costumes.

28.

The Rube is chosen official

Homecque Class goes
29.
stituents of macaroni.

on

a

mascot.

food

170

trip. They

encounter

the thirteen

con

A^(Je^sLcuxcr/iate (^oULege^
(Eitlriitiar
30.

31.

Cjniinued

Short Course

Faculty recognizes
Rho Iota Kappa gives

Fraternity,

dance.

April
I.

Did

ja

ya can't fool

see

the

aeroplane

over

tha campus this

morning?

Couple

of 'em

dip
Lippitt.

in

Thirty
going

Smoker in

All confidence.

5.
6.

R. I., I; Brown, 4. We'll beat 'em
Freshman informal.

7.
8.

Regular spring day.
Snow, beautiful snow.
My, how the week has gone!
Providence Journal publishes history of the Beacon
Macintosh organizes a co-ed baseball team.
"Take your pick," says the Student Council.

II.
12.

We're

play lirown.

3.

10.

13.

Cartoonist entertains

14.

Maine game postponed.
Tennis Court beginning

15.
l6.

Biscuit

City

Fire

calc.

Dep't

"Watch

Tip

19.

We leave for vacation.

25.
26.

28.

cuts

Freshmen decide

to

to

show

answers

next

year.

hold

a

and Grist.

He drew hi.s money easy.

improvement.
four alarm fire.

half-hour slow."

was

banquet.

Look

out

the

again. .They tell us Mr. Perkins is engaged.
bought a hair-cut during the interim.
snow.
Colby game postponed.
Ockish looks 'em over.
Prom.
Junior
Back

Sophs

don't get you.

No?

Yes?

Mitchell

Two inches of

29.

Freshmen win first athletic

30.

The king and guests

1.

10

Lecture Course.

at

17.
18.

27.

we

Acre.

4.

9.

Nuther did

us.

2.

Perkins tries

to

contest

depart.

from

1918.

A few of the

It can't be done, Monk.

ultra-prosperous

scratch his head in the middle of

a

go

canoeing.

Chem lecture, but

finds his hat in the way.
First game of the
2.
3.

4.
5.

Inter-Fraternity League eX 8, I'lK 6.
R. I. 3, Trinity 2. Freshman Banq-wet VER"V.
Prexy indignant and our class was the apple of his eye. iX.A
Bunny's favorite is ".Vly Own lona." 'Tis rumored she swiped
171

7, B* 2.
his pie.

We

G?iJfofte xxv'^(^(a/S
Conliniied

(EalrnJiar
6.

Baseball R.

7.
House.

Prof. Adams

8.

1.4, N. II.
gives talk

3.

Track R. I. 62, Tufts

on

"Evolution and

64.
Religion"

at

Lambda Chi

OHCM!

Debating Team defeats New Hampshire.
Strong grippe on Campus.
More going home. How are you?
12.
.Arbor Da)' and a rest.
Annual Interscholastic Track Meet.
13.
Big
time. .Moses Brown lakes the trophy.
9.

10.
II.

14.
15.
frowns.
16.
17.
18.

Some visitors still with

Tech loses for first

success.

us.

The Battalion leaves for

a

week's camp

al

I love my cot, but oh you double-decker.
yeah, the Ed was on guard last night.

Um

19.

Red Baker gets a new name.
Baseball Team beats the Fort

20.

Parade and review.

Fort

Wright.

Raining

Jupe

harder than

Pluve

ever.

Hello, Plule!

boys.
Sham battle. The big guns cut loose at target, eight
sound, "zero, zero, zero, point zero."
21.
Parade at Westerley and home again. The band was at its best, but got
his arm tired beating the drum.
22.
"Glad to see you back, all rested and ready for good, hard work."
23.
Beginning to get settled again.
Lamond, '07, speaks at Assembly. Lecture Association elects officers.
24.
Student body votes to take part in the Providence Preparedness Parade.
25.
26.
Freshman give a hurry-up informal in Lippitt. After that the gang went
miles

out

in the

down the line.
27.

R. I. beats W. P. I. 4-2.

New

Hampshire gives

a

drubbing

meet.

28.

And

29.

We need

30.

Freshman

on

the Sabbath shalt thou

rest.

more rest.

Canoeing Party

at

Wordcn's.

Utrnr
I.

Finals

2.

How

3.
4.

approaching again.
manyayagettinouta.
Preparedness Parade in Providence. Splash, splash, splash.
It is decreed that this day be set aside for fussers.
172

in track

^o(/ejs(aiicrjTate (^oCIecfe^
Continued

Qlabnitar

6.

Plugging. Are you?
Delta Alpha Psi 7, Theta

7.

Oh,

8.

Final

9.

Should

5.

Sing

exams
we

start.

RAIN and then

II.

Dr. Edwards

held

Lucky

Kingston prize

contest.

essay

go home.

ones

worry?

10.

12.

Chi 3.

my nerves!

some.

gives Baccalaureate
Faculty-Senior baseball game.

13.

steps of Davis Hall.
Class Day. Exercises lidJ

sermon

in

Seniors

even

Lippitt
up

Hall.
old

College

scores.

on

14.

Alumni

Banquet

16.

Will

you in

17.

First

see

on

campus.

in Ea.-i Ihdl.

Address

by Maj.

Gen. Wood.

September.

0pfitrmbpr
stragglers

arrive.

Football

All student workers arrive; also

Registration
Big rush on the

a

squad

has been

busy

for

a

week.

few Freshmen with fond parents in
for a camp stool.

tow.

My kingdom

book store. New s\-slem in vogue. It takes as long to
register.
begin In earnest. Tip and Lanza got in their hrst wallops. Mgr.
Smythe calts for candidates for Bowling Team. Old stuff, Noank.
Y. M. C. A. Reception given to Freshmen.
R. I. 69, Fort Adams o.
New material shows up well in first game of
23

buy

a

pencil

as

to
I

season.

24

Fussers

organize. Plenty of good material in evidence.
something here about the Bowling Team, but

The Ed. had
26,

Lanza

plays

his first shut-out game.

Prospects

good

are

was

for

ashamed

a

record

season.

Remnants of

Baseball Team hand Freshmen

Varsity
5-2 trimming.
rally in preparation for the Brown game.
body rehearses cheers at the athletic field while team
goes through signal practice.
Brown iS, R. I. o. Team shows up well and plays fine game against
30.
heavy Brown team.
27

Football

The entire student

173

a
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Q?lJioftexxv'^^Cafs
Co ntin ued

(Ealrntiar

ffirtnbrr
I.

2.

Campus

is deserted.

Football

practice is our lifesaver today.
Emphasis on SHAM.
Aggie Club holds first meeting. Prof. Adams speaks.
Rev. Wheeler explains new course in \'ocational Training.
Wakefield is again the center of interest.
Co-eds give pageant and all except blind students attend.

3.

Sham battle.

4.

The

5.
6.
7.
8.

Gus and Boob

9.

Civil Club

come

back and show how it should be done.

Boj'S,

meets.

it failed

10.

Glee Club holds annual election.

II.

Annual Freshman

As

Reception.

again.
Blake, leader. Wisbey, manager.
usual, Frosh president was among

the

missing.
12.

Italian's

Delight

for supper

again.

13.

Football Team feeds the fishes up

14.

Maine takes the small end of
knocks

a

Orono.

near

13-0
cold.

score.

15.
16.

Pete,

the Iron

First

regular

17.
18.

Severeal freshmen of East Hall initiated

Ha,

we

have

Man,

us

Glee Club rehearsal.

Theda Bara all

a

(Whaddaya mean REGULAR?)
by serimy Sophs.
So says our fellow harp, Sammy

our own.

Cohen.

25.
26.

Sophs challenge Freshmen to a rope pull.
Dr. Reiter speaks at Assembly.
Footballers lose game fight against Colgate, 33-0.
First regular issue of the "Boiler Plate" Reacon published.
Poker Club has a field day.
Junior class meeting in Scilik-l- Ilall. Plans for Grist presented.
Chem Club comes back lo liil-. Wilder elected president.
New songbook.s appear at ,-\sst-mbly. Songs warbled to "rag" time.

27.

Deek Stunn rushes

28.

Freshmen

29.

Mech. Class discussion: "It can't be done in less than

19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.

ative wins

by

on

the

a

co-ed.

dirty

end of it in the

Rope

Pull.

default.

30.

I.anza

31.

Hallowe'en.

gives

Devine lime

to

read Modern

Essays.

Peculiar sounds issue from Davis.

Nauntilifr
I.

Last of the swimmers hold

2.

Grist

canvass

in

Chapel.

a

water

Wilder
174

carnival.

can

tell it.

R. I. 13, Conn. 6.
12 hours."
Affirm

^*^y^

Vi IzH

mraaurr

nur

nu

tljr aupiinrt nf

a^urrtiarra. S'bnm ynur

apprrrtattnn bij gnur patrnniEiuy tijrm.

A&iirrtisr iu

I)? Irarnn
jfiir

iElir (Cnllrgp Nruia^ia^irr
AftnrrtiBtuij iSatrB. VSritt

VO. ifi. Daiiismi. SuBiiifBB

fllanagrr

Cunliniied

fflalrnfiar
Delta

3.

Alpha Psi in Lippitt Hall.
Boston College 39, R. I. o.
L'pper

and Low^er Dorm teams

When

put in

4.
exhibition of "football."

5.
6.

nothing happens

we can

give

an

always
something about fussing.
Everything free. We put the Wake

Election Peerade down-the-line.

in

Wakefield.

Sophs

7.
8.

Studes

supplied

cinders, 77-49. Benish shows usual form.
with latest election returns via the college wireless.
on

Frats bid Freshmen.

9.

nothing

trim Frosh

Some tall

scrambling

and

debating.

War

has

this sport.
College Orchestra

on

gives dance in Lippitt. Student Council has a lively
meeting. Better by far than an ordinary Colonial Show.
II.
Engineers take a trip to New London. Second team beats East Provi
dence 60-0. Torgan and Call score about sixty points.
10.

A bunch visits old Saw Mill

12.

borrow
13.
was

a

at

the Cedar

Swamp.

Some of the co-eds

whistle.
Lanza takes

weeping

and

a

week

wailing

and

trip
Washington,
gnashing of teeth.
to

D. C.

Lo, and behold, there

VALUK is the Proof of what you get in the lonn
NOTHING is

"cheap"

THAT is
lo

why PEACF.
bu)'

that won't

rtiii.

wear.

DALE FABRICS

arc

the

cheapest

PEACE DALE

CO-OPERATIVE
STORES

Custom Made

Tailoring Department

For Ladies' and Men's Tailored
Suits and Coats

Insure Your Pleasure
When you play by insisting upon seeing
trade mark on your equipment. For

our
no

matter

indulge in,

what athletic game you may
whether it be

Basketball, Baseball, Tennis
or

any other Athletic

& Diuson

implements,

pastime. \\ right
give complete

will

satisfaction.

Catalogue free

on

request

WRIGHT & DITSON
IVoviclciKc. R.

Strc-cl

S2 Wfvhossri

(TalniDar
14.

Continued

Pop Shirley served pudding in the Dining Hall.
Filipino entertainers give first number of Lecture

15.
and far driven

I.

makes its appearance.
Faunee, of our sister institution,

Course.

The beautiful

snow

the Peace

speaks
League.
journey to Durham for a friendly get-together.
Hampshire 12, Rhody o. T. C. dies at his home in Wakefield.
It really was just too muddy for walking.
19.
20.
Sophs challenge Freshmen to a quiet battle of football onourathletic field.
21.
Hughie spills some gravy. Aren't you just too horrid for anything, Hugh?
22.
Winter approacheth and B. V. D.'s migrate southward.
One of those sleep-producing Assembly exercises. Oh Morpheus, Thurs
23.
is
day
thy day.
24. With music and decorations (not to mention the visiting damsels) the
Soph Hop adds zest to our whirling social life.
25. Sophs hand a gentle defeat to yearling gridironers after much general
discussion and a little applied energy. Score, 12-c.
26. Spend the day lalkin' over the Janes who were with us at ihc Hop. "Gee,
16.

Prexy

17.

Footballers

18.

New

did ye

see

the

one

Whoosis had.^"

on

.\thletic Goods

Sport Clothing

"Meet Me

O. p. KENYON'S

STORES

Reads"

at

KKWON'S DKPARTMKXI' STORI-:

Wakeheld. R. I.
Established 1856

^^^^^;^JX

#1>

BOSTON STORE

Narraganseti Pier, R. I.
Established 1891
A Full Line Men's Goods

RT-t*

Students
make

are

invited

Store

our

to

Shirts. Socks. Ties and Collars

Head

quarters when in Boston.

Old Town Canoes

Street

Opposite Bromlleld
Telephnne.

Columbia Grafonolas, Record.s

Street

364 Washington

Page

1214 Fnrt Hill

Continued

CalrnbEtr
27.

The Profs, ha

28.

Win DeMay

29.

Thanxgiving

Lanza:

We get

any respect for dances.

(talking

"You

mean

vacation

& Shaw Candies

about the

moment

of

inertia)

a

few tests handed

"That's what 1 is."

;

that's what I am."
The Ed. has

begins.

to

stay

over

and

pound

the

long

time since

second-hand Blickensderfer.

^Iprrmbrr
4.

we've

Oy,

seen a

5.
6.

wc

have

forgotten

to

multiply,

it's been such

a

book.

Prof. Wales: "Gillis,

Torgan

tries

to

sell

No quarter, we cry.
The Day Students
7.

muchly aroused,
8.

how

not to say

you've got
Buggy his own cat.
are

to overcome

lauded

(.'')

this inertia."

"Um, yeh,

in the Beacon.

my

cat.

Henra

Um, yeh."
Broadfoot is

disturbed.

'Tis rumored that Laz and

Joe

went

down the line.

would destroy, they first make mad.
Deek*n Stunn practices on his altohorn.
9.

Aw, Deek,

Whom the

hava heart.

gods

A. A. GREENMAN
CKGROUSECO
Dealer in

GROCERIES

35

NORTHATTLEBOROMASS BOX

^

DRY GOODS

H. T. HAMMOND

ETC., ETC.

If'eddi^ig Invitations
and Annotincements

Telephone

Connection

Calling

RHODE ISLAND

KINGSTON

Btisiness

and

Cards

Providence

Weybosset St.

72

(taUnilwc^Continued
hold you close
for particulars. He knows.

10.

Shep

"Let

me

Pa says: Boys,
of the chair laughing
II.

out

my

heart,"

do I look like

as

drinking

a

man?

13.
14.

Henra's

Day Students
15.

First

reply

must

big

comes

be attacked

snowstorm

Xmas vacation.

out

the Glee Club.

by

sung

at that story.
Fill in this space to suit yourselL We can't bean
"Elthie, dol lithp?" "No." "There, thee?"

12.

the

boys,

to

anything

in the Beacon.

over

my

husky

of the year.

The fortunate

as

ones

up.

The honor of the
go home for Xmas

Dimmie does the movie

Chickenville burns down.

second-story window. He is reported

He says:
dead body."

having saved

as

Ask

Back in 1909 I fell

much

as a

stunt out

tooth-brush.

ilanuary
Snippy

We get
Stories.

3.

Juniors

2.

back, having forgotten what

a

book looks like except

and Seniors enroll in the Officers' Reserve

Class Basketball teams get
4.
Also co-eds. Oh yes, also co-eds.

busy.

Prexy speaks

a

copy of

Corps.
about fire

protection.

1548 Bruadway (Executive Office)
557 Fifth Avenue
New York

to This Book
and many other Colleges for
::
::
::
::
the Season

Photographers

The School and College Department makes
available the best skilled artists and modern
methods, and also assures promptness and
::
::
::
::
accuracy in completion of work

Studios also in
Northampton. .Mass.

Princeton. N.J.

Cornwall, N. Y.

South

Hadley, Mass.
Lavvrenceville, N. J.
Hanover, N. H.

Lafayette,

Ind.

=^^^^^^=^=^^^^^

Poughkecpsie,

N. Y.

West Point, N. Y.
Ithaca, N. Y.

Office Furniture.

and All

Bedding, Rugs

of Household Articles

Sorts

Prompt
and

Sheldon

.Attention

to

Mail

Telephone ORDKRS

Co.

H()usefurnishiniJ[
Wakefield,

R. I.

(Halrnilar- Continued
5.
6.

.\ dawncc in Wakefield.

Skating

at

Basketballers hand

a

game

to

7.
8.

P'red Reid takes

a

Ike Call

dollar how?

9.

Freshman:

dip through

ones to

but

by

skate.
a

dif

the ice.
He

incidentally stops a bucket of water.
or a dog fight in
Lippitt?
only
practicing.
10.
Gyp extracts a houn' dawg from Miss Burgess' lap. The dawg protests.
II.
Interclass Basketball. We thought it was a family wrestling match.
12.
Chemists visit bleachery in East Greenwich. Some of the
gang lingered
certain departments too long.
earns a

Whazza matter.'

Soph: No, that's

in

M. A. C.

Thirty Acre. Favorite sport is teaching the fair
they were taught the same thing last year,

And don't you suppose
ferent guy ?

A riot

the Cdee Club

Seven below zero at seven A. M.
13.
Psi furnace goes on strike.

What will it be

at

twelve M?

Delta

Alpha

14.

15.
16.

giving

an

Sims 'n

Knight thaw out a pipe or too. A pipe of a job.
Military Ball Tax discussed. Begin writing for The Girl now.
First Sergeants are busy. (Heard about the campus): "Ye don't
extra ten

cents."

catch

me

czi

r>^

ENGRAVINGS

FOR

THIS

BOOK

BY

QTIje ^Icctn'c City pngtrablng
Buffalo

Us^

o,

Vou will find

a

THE STORE OK SERMCE"

very

Line of

Complete

...

for

Headquarters

STATIONERY

I'.vcrything

for the Motorist

FIRESTONE
DIAMOND AND
GOODRICH
.\utcmobile Tires antJ Tubes
the

at

Ford Parts and

Times

Stationery
Wakefield.

Store
R.

L. W. TUCKER'S

I.

Wakefield, R. I.

(-'o nl in ued

(alrniiar
17.

Song

Book Committee

temperature.
18.
Co-eds listen
19.
soldier.

Ash Welles tells how

Glee Club rehearse.

Oh, Boy, The Military Ball. Janes,
*

Basketball

team

21.

Skating

Hundred Acre.

$%

to

Boston

If

Freshmen Basketball ruffians defeat their

Men with

24.

Professor Adams

25.
26.

The

attendance record get

Da\

Lanza's

^

,ii

we

I

a

bovine's

can't.
be

wanna

a

predecessors.

out

of drill.

The best

a

plan

yet

Cilad I'm late.

R. I. S. f.

speaks
Early
Assembly speaker arrives at 4.30 P. \l.
equilibrium is disturbed. 'Tis said that
on

take

Score 24-22.

College.

23.

perfect
boy.

to

stand it,
they
dames and chickens.
can

22.

offered, Capt., old

out

to

meets.

20.

at

Supplies

Established t8g2

couple of screws dropped

of his chair.
27.

Relay

Team

Sigma

Tau Delta

wallops

M. A. C. BUT the basketball

team

'M

to

same

college.
28.
want

gives dance.

butter.

IX

Studes

want no more

oleo.

Oh

Leo,

we

nol

ar.

chance,

made
no,

by
can

maLiol.'bcmada
at

.mall c.pcn.e.

for

the

claim to your considera/^UR
^^ tion

lies in the fact that we
have applied to our own business
the thought contained in this

quotation from

of the world's

one

cheapne. and

greatest thinkers and practical
workers.

frequent

If there is anything attractive
beyond the ordinary, in the page

mott

oF the

rapid decay

aad entire de.trucmanufaclure..

arrangement, cover decoration,
presswork, and general harmony
which

distinguish

assured it has

our

work, be

been due to

not

chance.
We leave

Every line,

nothing
page,

from

to

chance.

volume,

as

it

establishment,
is the result of a carefully laid,
conscientiously executed plan.
comes

our

The thought and the super
our system provides
is your guarantee of excellence.
vision which

If you have

printed, write
take it,

we

anything
us; if

we

to

be

under

will do it well.

QBE)

M

Hausauer-Jones Printing Co.
45-51 Carroll Street

Buffalo, N. Y.

THOS. F. PIERCE

G.N.ABDIAN

& SON
Manufacturer and Retailer of

Rhode Island and
Banners

999

and

Fraternily

Pillov\'

Covers

Shoes and

Hosiery

Somcrville, Mass.

Broadway

Tel. Som. 521;

is

m

W estminster and Dorrance Streets

The Man Who Saves Vou the

Middleman's Profit

PRO\ IDKNCE

(Hcilrnbar

(.'(

iniied

cled Mech problems are du
29.
Midyear exam schedule posted. All
I wish I were an Aggie.
Miss Murray (on way to drawing) :
30.
Heavens, girls, don't go so
When spring comes we'll be shooting down to the orchard for apples, and be r
than late.
All corrected Mechanics problems due. We wish we were Aggies.
31.

Gee,

3Frhrtiara
.

Glee Club Concert held in Westerly. Oh, sure they all met the usual
(jood lookers can get h\- an\ where.
K few sharks get out of all (.xani:
depart for regions unkn
:ticut team, 28-26.
Varsity Five drop game lo fast C
'Tis a brav^e man who dares to v(
forth to Wakefield.
Exams start; also the alibis.
"I could have it if I had time enough."
"Just the chapter I didn't study."
'"That Prof, always had it in for me."
First term ends. Who knows but that some of our friends may leave us;

ames.
.

.

.

Registration.
"Believe me,"saidTheStude, "I'm gonna get out of all the finals this time."
Ma Bailey didn't talk above a whisper in the dining hall.
College orchestra gives dance in Lippitt. Temperature about thirty
ibsolute zero.

(Calrn&ar
l6.

Runt

Cargill

and

Shrimp

Co min ued

Eastwood

star as

Babes in the Wood

at

Library

Hall.
Connecticut wallops basketball team 34-lH.
Pertinent Question: Why does Gibbs no longer go home week-ends?
Heard in Qualitative:
Why, I didn't know that Doc Leighton mixed
19.
the solutions. He's a good mixer.
20.
A Freshman was seen washing a dorm window. We don't care if you
don't believe us, but it's so.
21.
Prof. Adams gives lecture to the Aggies. They need a lecture.
(The
Ed. isn't an Aggie.)
G. W. gives us a day off.
22.
23- Andy requests the Head Waiter to have a Freshman peel his spuds for
him. He's luckv to have spu.ls these hard times.
Delta AlplM I' i l-i.i^ |..niMUrl in \::,-l Ilall.
24.
-.ii.-l,,t in l.ipi'iii Ilall.
This year the Songbirds did
25. Glee Clul. L-ivr
17.
18.

i.il-.cd u- wtll lor it.
in Kingston- bul i\\,".
26.
Special week for Luimi,. -Tin-, i. -..me coUidge by heck."
F'ast game goes to N.n I laiiip^liin 27-20.
27.
28.
Soph Number arriM-^ on tiic- campu- uith its usual song of praise.
liu will.
well of yourself, for we know .if nu one else
Thus ends our work.
Good night, dear ladies.
It's nice as war,
.^nd war is Hades.

sing

-

,

XII

Speak

Sanderson's

PRESTON

FORMULA

& ROUNDS

Fertilizers

COMPANY

SPECL\L

Farmers makitiu iiumicc
the ones who arc- .|iiitr
crop will be a got. J ciiic

h'liay
-mr

arc

tlu-ir

,,, ',r,-

:l:,~y

Booksellers

plant.
Their method is just assure as that
of the chemist
certain elements
compounded give known results.
L'ivc certain crops
elements to produce

pared

to

needed
results.

Sanden

I

.

....

and Stationers

.

the

good

Fertilizer & Chemical Co.

98 WESTMINSTER STREET
PRO\"IDENCE. R. I.

Hos 17;. Xew N.iven, O.nn.

(Compliments nf

The Old Reliable

Poultry
.Meat

Foods

Scraps

Bone and Meat Meal

H. Midwood Sons

Company

Cracked Chicken Bone
Bone Meal

Clean and Pure
Manufactured by

The
Providence, R. 1.

Pawtucket Rendering Co.
Pawtuckct. R. I.

ONE MUST DRESS WELL
However High the Cost of Living
His

good appearance
to skimp.

is the last

thing

on

which

a

young

man can

afford

Fortunately, however, we can make it as easy as ever for him to get his
clothes at the right price.
right Style and Fit are equally assured at this shop.
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New Suits, Furnishings and Hats are ready now for Summer wear.
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24-28
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We carry Bates Street and
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Earl & Wilson Collars,

Paints of
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line for the best

Men's

Providence, R. I.

or

Quality

Walkover and

Congress

Onyx Hosiery.

Douglas Shoes.

"Everything for
Young Man"
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at
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hatching by the setlmg or
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Catalogue and mating

Lambert's
Cowesett Road

to

be

a

waiter

And with the waiters wait.
1 wouldn't have

to

wait

so

long

As is the boarder's fate.

He waits for the pertater,
He also waits for bread.
He

really

is the w^aiter;
so till he's dead.

He'll be

We SCnaui 3)t!
How doth the

busy

Stick with
1

cut

the Profs,

I know I

us

sent on

little "E"

thru each quarter

right merrily;
hadn't oughter.

request.
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Porms
I'd like

list

Poultry

R.
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NEW

ENGLAND

BUTT CO.
Founders and Machinists

Braiding Machinery
Insulated Wire

Machinery
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W. I. MAIN
^evoeler aah Watdmmktv

Patronize
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